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EDITORIAL

In my first job, after entering the register, my boss was a woman. In 1979
that was still unusual. Today it would be commonplace.
Pharmacy is a profession in which women are numerically dominant. This
seemed like a good time to take stock of the ways in which women are
demonstrating leadership, the challenges that they have overcome and those
that remain to be faced.
Clearly, it would be odd if this issue of the Journal were to be edited by a man,
so we have invited Clare Howard to take the reins. Clare herself has had an
exciting and varied career and is well placed to understand and comment on
the compromises that women may have to make.
Pharmacy Management wants to see every pharmacy team member enabled
and supported to perform to the best of their ability. We value the many
women we work with and look forward to admiring their future achievements.

Guest Editorial
Clare Howard FFRPS FRPharmS Q

Let me begin by saying I’m delighted that Pharmacy Management asked me
to be the guest editor for this Woman in Pharmacy Leadership edition. Firstly,
because Pharmacy Management saw the value in raising this issue and
secondly, that they had asked me to be a part of it.
I wanted to share the stories that I have heard over the years from many
pharmacists about how this profession, while dominated in numbers by
women, still has so many challenges in recognising talent and reflecting this
at all levels.
It is so common for women (regardless of pharmacy sector, age or
personality) to describe to each other the struggle to be represented,
especially as they rise through the ranks of the profession but also, to hear
their hopes for change and how they have overcome these challenges.
It is well recognised that the profession is poorly understood and is often
missed out of important discussions about health care. Pharmacy’s incredible
response to Covid has been helpful in getting that recognition but there
is much to do to build on this. I have often pondered over the years if
pharmacy’s “invisibility issue” is linked to either the fact that we are a female
dominated profession or if it is because we don’t always have those
passionate female voices at the top table.
However, leadership for me has never just been about the senior jobs. We can
all lead in every role we are in but if we are to ensure that people feel truly
part of something, we need to feel represented right the way through our
organisations. Things are changing slowly but if you look at all the major
pharmacy bodies in England, you will see few female faces or faces of colour
at the top. This is a concern for a profession as diverse as ours.
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Whenever I post anything on this issue, I am met with the same response from a small but consistent number of
men. “Most of the Chief Pharmacists in my area are women” or “political correctness gone mad”. This response
misunderstands the struggle that exists for women in pharmacy just for being female.
If this is you, please read this edition with an open mind. The women here are telling you their very personal stories
about what it has been like for them. This takes courage. Please think about the women in your life. Is the status
quo what you really want for them and for pharmacy? Do we want a profession where talent is left behind because
of its gender or because it is “not like you”?
So, what needs to change?
Women need to be seen as part of the solution. Sadly, despite all the evidence showing that diverse organisations
and boards make better decisions and are more profitable, I think there are many people who don’t see female
representation as the solution.
In order to get women into leadership roles and keep them there, there first needs to be an understanding of the
challenges they face.
I have tried here to collect the voices of women that I know have something important to say about their leadership
journey, their hopes and aspirations. What they share is a passion for the profession to be central to good patient
care and seen as important. Surely the whole profession would benefit from that?
I welcome the work of the RPS on inclusion and diversity. It was also great to see the launch of the NHS England
action plan for pharmacy practice. It is up to us all to make sure these programmes make the difference they intend.
Over Christmas I watched a documentary about Ruth Bader Ginsburg, the first female Supreme Court judge in
the USA. Four key things struck me from her incredible experience:• Change happens one step at a time
• Gender based discrimination hurts everyone
• Husbands and fathers are key to sustaining strong women at home and in the work place
• How would you feel if your daughters were discriminated against just for being female?
So, as we reflect on a year that has seen some important women’s issues highlighted; gender and pension pay
gaps, caring challenges, inequity in emotional toil of raising children, caring for parents and violence against
women, I hope you will see the challenges. I also hope that this edition helps open up a greater dialogue about
woman in the work place.
“Feminism isn’t about making women stronger. Women are already strong. It’s about changing the way that the
world perceives that strength” GD Anderson.
I thank all of the women and men who have shared their thoughts and experience – your honesty will help change
this one step at a time.
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SHE LEADS - FEMALE
PHARMACY LEADERSHIP

Women count
Saša Janković, Award-Winning Freelance Journalist, Editor, Copywriter and Author

The most recent survey1 of registered pharmacy
professionals carried out by the General Pharmaceutical
Council (GPhC) showed the majority of pharmacists
were female (62%), as were the majority of pharmacy
technicians (88%).
Despite this, data from the Office for National Statistics
on the median gender pay gap for all pharmacists in
the UK, which includes full and part-time staff, showed
men are paid 6.7% more than their female counterparts.2

Women on boards
On the plus side, pharmacy bodies have increased the
number of women on their boards overall since 2018,
although some have done better than others, and
there is still a way to go.
The GPhC’s Council has 14 members. In March 2018,
it constituted eight men and six women, and now it
has six men and eight women.3
The Company Chemists’ Association (CCA) Board
consists of 12 Directors appointed by its member
organisations. In March 2018, five of these were women
and now there are six.
The Royal Pharmaceutical Society (RPS) has taken a
slight dip. Of its national boards, the English Pharmacy
Board has 13 members in total, five of whom are
women – compared with seven women in 2018. The
11 members of the Welsh Pharmacy Board had
four women in 2018 and today include four. The
Scottish Pharmacy Board has five women in its 11strong ranks, as it did in 2018.4
PSNC’s main committee has a multi-layered structure
of 32 members but of the 13 members elected on a
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regional basis from England only one is a woman and
there is also no woman among the three members
elected from the non-CCA multiples.5
The NPA had no women on its board of management
in March 2018 and its 17 members today include only
one woman. It does point out that 50% of its senior
executive team is female and suggests that “It is
important to look at the leadership pipeline from
end-to-end if there is to be a sustainable change in
the gender profile of boards; for example, we must
ask ourselves what more can be done to encourage
women into pharmacy ownership”, a point exemplified
by the fact that Dr Leyla Hannbeck is the only woman
out of 12 people on The Association of Independent
Multiple Pharmacies (AIMp) board – and its CEO –
which possibly reflects the fact that most pharmacy
owners are men.

Changing attitudes
While these figures still don’t match the proportional
representation of women in the pharmacy professions,
there are plenty of examples of women heading up
organisations and divisions across the sector, with
stories of how they have seen women’s leadership
expand during their careers.
Sarah Billington is Head of Medicines Optimisation at
the Care Quality Commission. She says “casual sexism
was the norm” when she started her pharmacy career
in the late 70s and recalls her first day as a pre-reg
when “even the division of work and the clothes we
were required to wear was gender biased in favour of
male colleagues”. It wasn’t until she worked as chief
pharmacist in a Women and Children’s Hospital in the
Middle East in the 1980s, where most of the staff were
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female, that she has what she calls her “first real lived
experience” of women in leadership”.
Janice Perkins has worked in pharmacy for over
30 years and is Pharmacy Superintendent at Well
Pharmacy and a CCA Board member. She says:
“There is no question I see a greater intake of
female pharmacists now than when I first qualified,
and I am pleased to say I see a good balance of female
leaders in the pharmacy sector”. However, she adds:
“Leadership is not always about being on an Executive
or Board. For me, it is about making sure your voice is
heard in your chosen area, putting yourself forward
and actively getting involved in key workstreams to
help make a positive difference”.
Dr Leyla Hannbeck is the former Chief Pharmacist at
the NPA and has been CEO of the Association of
Independent Multiple Pharmacies (AIMp) since
September 2019. As the only female chief executive of
all the community pharmacy representative bodies,
she agrees that women have to be active in coming
forward: “What we need to push for is that all
organisations have equality and diversity procedures
which leave it open for women to put themselves
forward for the roles that they want”, she says but
stresses: “While the discussion about gender barriers
is important, for me the most important thing is that
the best person for any job is the one with the relevant
skillset”.
Sarah Dennison has recently moved to NHS England
and Improvement where she is the Controlled Drugs
Accountable Officer (CDAO) and Medication Safety
Officer for London. She says: while there are now lots
of women in senior roles such as chief pharmacists,
regional pharmacists and policy and governance
roles, the reason women may not be not putting
themselves forward for executive level roles still
predominantly held by men could be “because they
have caring commitments, feel they don’t have
enough knowledge, experience, the perceived culture
of an organisation or unconscious bias in appointing
men into senior roles. I am also aware that this is even
more strongly felt by my female BAME colleagues who
believe that both being from a BAME background and
being female adds barriers to their progression”.
This is no surprise, in a world where the fact that Black
Lives Matter still needs to be reinforced.

Olutayo Arikawe is an Independent Prescriber and the
Superintendent pharmacist for the Priory Community
pharmacy, a not-for-profit social enterprise in one of
the most deprived areas in Dudley, West Midlands.
Passionate about pharmacy, empowerment,
leadership, coaching and public health, she is also a
fellow of the Royal Society for Public health (RSPH)
and the RPS. She says: “Although it is great to see more
women taking the reins in leadership in the pharmacy
organisations, there is still large room for
improvement. I would love to see an equal balance of
men and women in all the pharmacy organisations’
boards, and to see diverse ethnicity”.
Born and raised in Cuba, Elsy Gomez Campos is one of
the many overseas women pharmacists providing
services to the NHS, and since qualifying as a
pharmacist in the UK has worked at numerous
NHS Trusts. She founded The UK Black Pharmacist
Association (UKBPA) in December 2018 and in
December 2020 was voted the first President of the
BAME Pharmacists' Network.
She says: “the stereotypes that black women have to
face in society “are also a reality in the pharmacy
profession, and are often used to keep black women
from leadership positions”. Working in a profession
where there are not many black women in leadership
positions, she says it was: “sometimes difficult to
find inspiration or have aspirations. In fact, it was
nearly 10 years after qualifying that I first came
across a black woman working as Chief Pharmacist,
and under her leadership I was empowered and
that is what representation does for many. My hope
for the future is to see the contributions of black
women pharmacists recognised with appointments in
influential leadership positions. Above all, I would like
black women pharmacists to be afforded the respect
and support they deserve once they reach leadership
positions. My experience is that we are often held at
higher standards than non-black leaders and living up
to such expectations can be exhausting”.

Vital roles
“You can’t be what you can’t see” is a popular rallying
cry when it comes to promoting opportunities for
equality – a sentiment echoed by Sam Fisher, who has
been Head of Pharmacy Affairs for McKesson UK, the
parent company of Lloyds Pharmacy, for the last eight
years. She is also a PSNC member, chairing the LPC
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and Contractor Support Sub-committee, a CCA Board
Director, Vice Chair of Community Pharmacy Wales
(CPW) and a member of the ministerial advisory Welsh
Pharmaceutical Committee and says: “I feel it is vitally
important that we have women in leadership roles
within the pharmacy profession to ensure we have
strong role models for the female leaders of the future.
Women can bring a unique approach to leadership;
they are empathetic, considerate of the additional
challenges that women may face within their career,
help them navigate these and strongly advocate for
women’s progression to ensure that women can reach
their full potential”.
Avicenna, which owns 101 retail pharmacies and the
UK’s largest Independent Pharmacy Membership
Support Group, may well be ahead of the female
leadership curve. Women make up 78% of Avicenna’s
retail pharmacy managers and the Avicenna Support
Centre has is a 50:50 split between male and female
employees. Group Board Director Bharti Patel says it
seems “inconceivable” that today’s organisations
could exist without women leaders: “Research has
shown that the presence of women in leadership
positions helps improve organisational performance,
innovation, governance, decision-making and ethical
conduct as well as better decision making, so the
consequence of not having women leaders is almost
unthinkable, given the adverse impact it would have
on the competitiveness of organisations and our
nation as a whole”.
Gender imbalance was a part of early working life for
Claire O’Connell, Director of IT and Digital for Well
Pharmacy that she is glad to no longer face. She began
her career with IBM as a graduate and then moved to
Boots, before joining Well four years ago as Head of IT
and Data. She led the delivery a new Pharmacy System
and Hub and Spoke model across the business using
automation.
“Working in technology there’s always been a gender
balance issue and it’s something I’ve tried to champion
over the years”, she says: “It’s critically important to
have diverse teams in every respect and I’m sure most
people have had experiences of teams which are too
heavily weighted one way or the other and how it’s
felt. I now sit on a Board which is equally split between
genders, which is fantastic, and I often reflect on how
well the team works together versus other teams I
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have worked with previously where this was not the
case. Of course, gender diversity is only one aspect and
there’s more to do to make sure we reflect our patients
and customers better”.

Healthcare inequalities
Indeed, under-representing the patients they serve is
one of the broader consequences of not having
women leaders in wider healthcare landscape.
Oksana Pyzik is Global Engagement Lead and Lecturer
at UCL School of Pharmacy and amongst other things,
sits as a Commonwealth Pharmacists' Association
Board Trustee and Global Health Advisor. She says:
“We have seen some progress made in the sector –
including FIP’s first female CEO, Dr Catherine Duggan
– but globally we still see the same patterns for the
health workforce with 70% of women making up the
frontline and only 25% in global health leadership
positions: women deliver heath and men lead it.
“In health, the consequences are magnified as for
decades health care professionals were taught to
identify and respond to disease as it is presented in a
standard average patient – that is, male. Equally,
clinical trials have historically been problematic
because they recruited mostly males ignoring the
biological differences and research into women’s
health has also stagnated”.

Pandemic imbalances
Another imbalance keenly felt by women right now
is as a result of the coronavirus pandemic. According
to the ONS, women spent more time on unpaid work
and less time on paid work than men during the
first lockdown and spent 99% more time on unpaid
childcare than men in September and October 2020.
Perhaps more worryingly, a recent study by Kings
College, London found that a third of people polled
would not consider it a problem if gender inequality
got worse because of the pandemic.
So does this foreshadow negative consequences for
women’s career progression or are most organisations
progressive enough not to let that happen?
Margaret MacRury has been in the pharmacy
profession for 39 years. She is Superintendent Director
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for Rowlands pharmacy, which has just under 500
pharmacies across England Scotland and Wales, is a
CCA board member and represents community
pharmacy in the PSNC and Community Pharmacy
Scotland (CPS). She says her organisation is
“committed to ensuring the pandemic does not have
a negative impact on the career progression any
member of staff, regardless of gender. Healthcare is
important for all of us, regardless of gender and having
women at the top table making important decisions
about how healthcare is provided, ensures we can
reflect the needs of all those who need our services”.
Janice Perkins says she believes “the best way to
approach this for organisations is through colleague
involvement via forums, listening groups and asking
open questions in two-way channels. At Well Pharmacy,
we have a Pharmacy Leadership Committee made up
of 12 pharmacists from all over the UK who come
together and share their views, and we listen and act
on their feedback”.
Sarah Billington says all of her team at CQC were
already home workers, adding: “As soon lockdown
started and the schools closed, we initiated as many
flexible working arrangements as we could, ensuring
parents could work around the needs of their family
[and] we have a similar approach to those with caring
responsibilities”.
At Avicenna, Bharti Patel says the Board of Directors
instigated measures to promote staff morale and
reduce the loneliness of working from home, such as
social interaction and flexible working hours because
she says: “we recognised that lockdown and creating
boundaries at home can be difficult, irrespective of
gender, particularly for young families or those who
have limited work space”.
Sam Fisher says her experience “juggling work
pressures and home schooling as a full-time working
mother of an amazing 8-year-old little boy, who
happens to have Down’s Syndrome, was made
possible by working within a great team of outstanding
professionals at McKesson UK” and “will always shape
the type of leader that I strive to be”.
Claire O’Connell says the last twelve months have
been “the most challenging” in her career: “When
lockdown started in March last year we had to
simultaneously manage our entire support office

shifting to work from home and our Digital Pharmacy
tripled in size in two weeks which caused us real
challenges. I have three children and so I also had to
try to juggle homelife as my partner is a pharmacist
and needed to go into the pharmacy”. She says she
sees similar trends in her team but adds: “On a
positive, maybe the trend to work more from home
(for those roles that can) will actually help women who
feel that the sacrifices historically needed to progress
are easier to overcome”.
Nonetheless, Leyla Hannbeck, who became a mother
for the third time in May 2020, says: “Another myth I
am keen to dispel is the perception that women who
choose to put their energy into their family rather than
their career are not achieving something of note”.
And while Olutayo Arikawe agrees that “Women should
not have to pay the price for home-work balance”,
she says: “I will advocate that domestic tasks should
not have any effect on both genders, men should be
able to devote time to family too without fear of
detrimental effect on their career progress”.

Post-COVID pathways
The pandemic has exposed many opportunities for
more work to be done on levelling up gender bias that
organisations should take notice of and build on, as
we move forward post-COVID.
Clare Kerr has been Head of Healthcare Policy and
Strategy for McKesson UK for the last seven years.
She is also a PSNC committee member, a Company
Chemist Association (CCA) Board Director and co-chair
of the Delivery and Implementation Group that
supports the Community Pharmacist Consultation
Service. She says: “Today’s world is evolving and
changing rapidly and strong women have the ability
to be adaptable, multi-task and deal with crises.
Whilst many leadership qualities are the same
irrespective of gender, I believe there are some
qualities that women demonstrate extremely well.
These include the ability to provide compassionate
leadership and demonstrate empathy, vital attributes
when so much was going on at the start of the
pandemic. It is these skills that ensures there is a
balance between business need and mental wellbeing.
The contribution women have made over the last year
needs to be recognised and celebrated. It should also
be used to drive forward progress on gender equality”.
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Helen Kilminster is a pharmacist working in General
Practice, a PCN Clinical Director, a local STP Pharmacy
Ambassador and runs a local vaccination site for the
National COVID Vaccination Programme. She is also
the national Vice President of the Primary Care
Pharmacy Association and a PCN CD Board Member
for the NHS Confederation. She says: “I spent endless
months at home juggling home schooling and remote
consulting patients, as well as presenting virtual
conferences, hosting webinars mixed in with the usual
daily household chores. There were times where I've
been so hard on myself and felt inadequate to doing
anything at home and at work. However, on reflection
I have demonstrated resilience at a level I didn't think
would be possible and now I fully accept my best
during a pandemic was enough. As a PCN Clinical
Director, I hope I can illustrate to other organisations
how change in organisational culture by removing
hierarchical constraints and change in attitudes to
recognise and address women's needs to thrive in
their roles can strengthen teams and in turn create
more positive outcomes”.

“It is hard not to look at the global response and
compare and contrast the different choices that world
leaders have made”, says Sarah Billington. “I believe
that some women leaders have really stood out,
showing exceptional leadership, true empathy and
understanding on how this extraordinary event affects
ordinary people. Is this because they are women? I
have no doubt that the answer is yes. I think the
pandemic has made us value calm, considered,
intelligent leadership more. Are these predominantly
female qualities? I don’t know – but they are certainly
qualities that I would like to see more in our post
pandemic world”.
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Leadership and Lessons Learned
Rose Marie Parr, previously Chief Pharmaceutical Officer for Scotland

It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was
the age of wisdom, it was the age of foolishness, it was
the epoch of belief, it was the epoch of incredulity, it was
the season of light, it was the season of darkness, it was
the spring of hope, it was the winter of despair.
Charles Dickens.

great profession was where I was most fulfilled. So
I continued my learning by undertaking a PhD in
education at Glasgow University on pharmacy
education and was lucky to be employed on a national
basis working as the Director for what has now evolved
into NHS Education for Scotland.

It may seem strange to begin some thoughts on
women in leadership by quoting an old dead white
man - albeit a very talented and famous one! But
I love this Dickens quote as it does exemplify the
strange time we live in at the moment with the
global pandemic, where there have been examples
of wonderful human behaviours and also the
opposite, but at the end of all of this hopefully a new
Spring dawning.

I have been extremely lucky and fortunate to live, love
work and fulfil my career aspirations and passions
through pharmacy. However, like all careers there
have been some bumps and lots of detours along the
way but mostly it has been extremely positive and, as
a woman in pharmacy, I have seen many important
changes happen over the years. In particular and early
on, in a national setting in the UK in both profession
and management areas, it was very marked that
women were in the vast minority around the table.
Indeed, on many, many occasions I would often be the
only female at the table, something that is thankfully
unheard of now, hopefully?

In pharmacy, politics, business and life in general it
seems that no matter what the question posed then
leadership is the answer! But in my opinion leadership
doesn’t just come with a title - it is within all of us and felt at every stage of our career from the cradle
to the grave!
My early years in pharmacy were completely
unremarkable as a white working class female who
was quite bright and managed to navigate the
comprehensive state school system and with the love
and support of my family - and with little history of
academic achievements, I went to study pharmacy
at my local School of Pharmacy at University of
Strathclyde in Glasgow. My pre-registration year was
in hospital pharmacy, absolutely not in a prestigious
teaching hospital but my local district general hospital
where I learned the basics of hospital pharmacy and
went onto further academic studies, undertaking my
MSc while working in the hospital and also doing
community pharmacy work to help finance my
studies. I was lucky enough to find out early-on that
education in pharmacy was my real passion and both
teaching and learning the knowledge and skills of this
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So, what have I learned along the way as a woman and
leader? - a few hints that helped me…
Firstly, be authentically you. Don’t just emulate others
and don’t try to copy what some successful people do.
Women bring different and valuable skills to the table so
don’t be afraid to remain true to yourself, your own
personal and professional values - and still be successful.
Secondly, be kind and compassionate as you go
through both work and life. Kindness is not a
weakness but a critical ingredient to a successful
team and kindness starts at the top. Kindness leads
to a culture of growth and learning, rather than being
negative and judgemental and helps others around
you thrive and improve but also remember to be kind
to yourself and celebrate kindness and success in
equal measure.
Thirdly, take some calculated risks along the way.
When it seems that there are only binary options in
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going forward and the world looks either only black or
white, then look for another way. Sometimes real
lateral thinking does work, against all expectations.
Fourthly, everyone’s voice matters - and most
especially when people disagree with you. Diversity
is critical to being true to yourself and listening to
critical voices. Leadership isn’t about having all of
the answers but it is about asking the right questions
and encouraging the team around you to flourish and
be successful.
Lastly, don’t forget luck and serendipity in life. One of
the best opportunities in my career came about as a
joke to help break the ice at a pharmacy celebration.
A former Chief Pharmaceutical Officer in Scotland
(sadly now no longer with us) and myself had a brief
unexpected conversation about a national post that
had just been advertised in the Pharmaceutical
Journal. Over a canapé and a glass of wine I laughingly
said that I heard that the advert was a mistake and
instead of being advertised as a professional post it
was in fact printed as a professorial position and I
asked him if this was true or just a misprint by the
publisher. This brief conversation then unexpectedly
led him to ask if i was interested in applying for this
post, a thought that never entered my head till then.

However, it did give me the confidence to apply and
when I was lucky enough to get this position it
completely changed my career trajectory. So luck and
being at the right place and right time and most
especially, professional help and mentorship along
the way really does matter.
To also finish with a quote that I love and use often; it
is penned by the Irish poet and Nobel Prize winner for
Literature Seamus Heaney - and is also the epitaph on
his gravestone and it’s:Walk on Air, Against your better judgement.
It is a beautiful line and very inspirational and it is
about taking those risks in life. As pharmacists we are
naturally cautious but just sometimes we should
throw caution to the wind. It is about keeping your feet
on the ground but remembering to look up at the stars
as well.
Good advice for all of us - I think.
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Women in pharmacy leadership
Catherine Duggan, CEO, International Pharmaceutical Federation (FIP)

Who am I and what is my role?
I am Catherine Duggan, Chief Executive Officer of the
International Pharmaceutical Federation (FIP). I am
the first woman to hold this role in the now 109 year
history of the Federation. Given that the profession of
pharmacy is made up predominantly of women, it is
surprising to consider how few leadership positions in
our profession are held by women, regardless of
sector. So, in my third year in the role of CEO (and what
a time we are in), I take particular responsibility for
considering how to share experiences and lessons
along the way so that any woman (and indeed man as
so many of these tips are applicable to all) can take
these as tools for their own leadership development.
On a personal level, I am an Irish national, an avid film
lover, I enjoy singing and travelling, fine wine and
dining, sports and dancing. One of my biggest life
lessons to share is to own your identity and revel in
your good points and not always seek to change based
on feedback, especially when that feedback is given
from a place of negativity, jealousy or put-down. Of
course, we all need to modify our behaviour and
character in different situations and we need to
respect those around us but I wish I had been given
this advice in my early years so that I could have
developed some tools to handle the feedback rather
than seek to change my core. You will note these
reflections throughout the story below….

Where did I start in pharmacy?
I registered in 1992 and had been inspired during my
hospital pre-reg, by an amazing community pharmacist
I worked with in North London on a one-month
placement. So many of the issues we faced with patients
were, as a result of, inadequate communication about
changes to prescribed medicines as patients returned
home following discharge from the two hospitals I was
a pre-reg in. I could see the same patients returning

home and the puzzles the pharmacist had to solve in
reconciling all the medicines the patient needed. At
that time, work had been done in elderly patients as
that was the population these problems were worst
in. But, in practice you could see that the problems
were also prevalent in the general medical patient
population, we just didn’t know how prevalent, or the
ways to solve this. This totally piqued my interest and
I wanted to do a PhD. Funding was sparse, there were
negligible grants available, so I would have to do it part
time which, in truth was the making of me. My entire
PhD was enriching and empowering, not just the
topic area which is still relevant today, indeed my
Federation published a global medicines reconciliation
toolkit last month (!) but also the experience of
interviewing more than 500 patients across the East
end of London - a privilege.

What did I learn in the early years?
I learnt how to multi-task (indeed managing the very
community pharmacy I was inspired in during my first
year PhD half time) but my PhD didn’t only equip me
with methodologies and study design skills, data
handling and analysis skills, and writing skills;
working at the same time equipped me with the
ability to multi-task, take the long view as well as
manage short term deadlines, teamwork as well as
the skillset needed to work alone, the ability to work
across a portfolio. In the subsequent decade after my
PhD, I held joint appointments right up to 2010. I also
learnt how independent I was and how resourceful,
personally and professionally. I forged some fabulous
friendships during this time and was blessed to travel
to conferences to present my work, including the
Federation I am now CEO at!
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What can I transfer from the early years?
Having a passion for patient care is a skill and trait I
think can really provide you with energy and power
during challenging times in your PhD. In patient
facing roles, we can see (especially during COVID-19)
the passion and commitment has been evident for
all. All our frontline staff have demonstrated their
commitment to patients and the public and, in my role
at FIP, I have had the utmost privilege to see that
across all nations, high income and low income, where
community pharmacists across the globe threw their
doors open to their communities, where hospital
pharmacists went the extra mile in daily practice,
where those in clinical biology roles and clinical
trials, engaged in the evidence as never before.
Where all stepped up to the new roles and duties the
pandemic required of our profession [and many hope
the regulations don’t revert once the pandemic is over]
and where our educators balanced digital provision
alongside supporting their students and tutees during
the challenges faced.
(side note - how grateful and proud are we all?)

What were the lessons I took from
these times?
Taking the lessons from frontline practice into my
story, I can safely say there were two major lessons I
took from the years immediately post PhD. First is my
absolute passion in seeing others flourish and develop,
whether as a manager, a supervisor, a mentor, a
colleague. To always support others is a skill that, once
honed, will serve you well. Of course, you cannot take
on everything on top of your own role and duties,
but you can draw from that professional well of
empathy we develop when front liners and bring that
to bear when supporting others. And when leading.
The second lesson was to take opportunities and if
they don’t fully work out not to view that as failure.
The benefit of taking opportunities with this mindset
is that you gain more experiences than a linear job or
role may provide, plus you learn to inherently balance
risks and benefits along the way which, as you grow in
seniority, is such a great trait to have at your fingertips,
rather than only in text books. Just like travel and
understanding cultures affords you so many added
extras in the experience dossier, developing the ability
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to see, evaluate and take opportunities in front of you
gives you all sorts of added benefits in your toolbox.

Then, mid-career?
I mentioned that I always worked in joint appointment
roles in the decade after my PhD and these were
mainly hospital-academic splits, sometimes with
some primary care (policy) roles and responsibilities.
In my role as Director of the academic department of
pharmacy, I was responsible for supporting research
and evaluation across all levels of practice from
high-risk drugs to clinical impact of pharmacy, to
effective discharge planning and admission
management. This was a fabulous opportunity to
develop research and evaluation strategies and tactics
for the entire team, and also teaching and learning
responsibilities - a true teaching hospital environment
at all stages.
Around 2007, I was encouraged to stand for chair of
United Kingdom Clinical Pharmacy Association
(UKCPA) which I was so honoured by: both the
approach from colleagues and then the opportunity.
The entire fact that others saw me as a leader-in-themaking was super important to me. When you are
starting out in leadership, its often difficult to identify
yourself as a leader because you don’t routinely see
yourself as such. These colleagues really empowered
me to take on the role, even though I knew I had much
to learn. This is a huge lesson for us all: to trust that
you can build the skills needed with good support and
development opportunities, mentors and coaching.
The key thing I understood (and understood more
later in my career) was that even if you are not fully
ready to take an opportunity, prepare to develop as
you go and consistently build that skills set to ‘’fill the
gaps’’ from the simple tasks - chairing a meeting
effectively to complex tasks - managing conflict and
reaching resolution. This was such a great opportunity
and UKCPA is such a great association that this was
pivotal to my development as a leader, but also a
super network for professional issues and fabulous
friendships.
During this time, 2007, we all received the publication
of “Trust, Assurance, Safety - the regulation of health
professionals in the 21st century”. For pharmacy, the
recommendation was to separate the role of
regulation and professional leadership through the demerger of duties of the RPSGB: regulation duties to a
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new pharmacy regulator, the General Pharmaceutical
Council, GPhC; leadership and professional advocacy
and support through the revised Royal Pharmaceutical
Society. Here was a chance, in my view to be part of
the change and UKCPA really stepped into the
clinical leadership role alongside the other clinical
groups to influence the direction the new RPS would
take. With the support of so many colleagues and
friends, I took the leap to stand for election to the
RPSGB Council to be part of the change from the
inside. To my immense surprise, I was elected and duly
took my place on Council. Lessons I learnt there were
to listen to so many different perspectives and
experiences and to see that, in the main, we shared so
much more across the sectors and specialities of our
profession than divided us. For me, I found it a unifying
process and one I truly benefitted from, personally
and professionally. Again, I made some firm friends
during this time who remain so today.
Then, during 2009, the post of Director of Professional
Development and Support at the RPS was advertised.
My interest was piqued. The role was responsible for
the delivery of professional advice and support to all
members across all sectors; the development of
strategies to share and showcase good practice across
the profession and development and implementation
of professional standards for pharmacy and for the
science and research streams of the profession. I went
for the job and got it. I started in January 2010 and, on
reflection, started the most dynamic professional
journey of my career to date. Not only was the role
diverse, it involved so many set up projects, as well as
managing the legacy programmes many felt were
unnecessary (such as museum and library) and others
that were essential - science and research. I learnt how
to persuade and negotiate, to influence with evidence
and business cases, with financial plans and ensuring
political support. From 2012, I led the development,
implementation, and strategic embedding of RPS
Faculty and Foundation programmes into continuing
professional development and the RPS international
strategy. In 2016, I took on additional duties as Director
for England for a period of 9 months, which allowed
me to gain experience in governance and devolution.
So many lessons learnt.
The challenges I faced in this role floored me at various
times and have provided me with a solid basis for
handling tricky situations and challenging times. A

piece of advice I would have loved to have given myself
a decade ago would be to say, just because you are an
experienced professional, delivering in your role, do
not be surprised (as I was) to find you may encounter
bullies or colleagues who wish to question and
challenge your capability and every move. Indeed, as
you become more senior, these encounters may well
increase and we should be prepared for them.
As you grow in your role, you will work with others who
do not share your background / professional context
or your aspirations and challenges about work you
propose may well simply be fuelled by a need to adapt
your messages to the audiences better. However, it is
also worth noting that you some times need to call it
out, calmly and with support, and seek ways to find
solutions while exposing the negative behaviours. For
quite some time, in a role I loved and loved working
with so many, I absorbed negativity and bullying
behaviour as ‘’my fault’’ for being too passionate
about the profession, too knowledgeable about the
issues for others, too ‘’clever for my own good’’.
Instead of calling all of this out at the start, I sought
to accommodate the feedback by working ever harder
but also absorbing the criticism unknowingly into my
behaviour and, worse, esteem. In retrospect, this has
enabled me to seek coaching and mentorship to learn
tactics to handle such situations again should they
ever occur but I would have valued these opportunities
as part of MY development on taking up the position.
This is advice I give all of my team and that I am
passionate about. Feeling ‘’silly’’ about feeling bad
about being bullied is an area I would like us all to be
able to grow in ourselves. To be able to objectively
look at our work lives and see poor behaviour from
others (and ultimately poor responses from ourselves)
objectively and with solutions to call it out, to address
it in a positive way and to expect support. Even if we
are at a more senior stage of our careers. Even if we
view ourselves as problem solvers. Even if we have
absorbed some negative feedback about being ‘’too
much’’ earlier in our career. Such behaviour is to be
called out and addressed and, as a leader, I now try to
hold myself to account in this area myself.

What about present day?
Visionary leadership, support, development, advocacy
and growth across the 150 member organisations
and the four million members FIP represents. I am
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also responsible for developing and delivery the
strategy, planning and working across global
organisations such as WHO and UN, and other
international professional groups. In 2019, we led the
World Professions Health Alliance which represents
31 million health professionals across medicine,
nursing, dentistry, physiotherapy and pharmacy.
Whilst FIP had an official relationship with WHO
since its inception in 1948, we signed the FIP-MOU
in May 2019 at the World Health Assembly meeting to
consolidate the collaboration and secures how
pharmacy contributes to Primary Health Care to
deliver Universal Health Coverage.
To my great pride, I was awarded an honorary
Professorship from the School of Pharmacy, University
of Nottingham at the same time I took up CEO position.
This recognition sits alongside my Fellowships of
both the RPS and the UCL School of Pharmacy. I am
also a Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts. In November
2020, I was awarded the Nagai International Woman
Scientist Award 2021, on behalf of the Academy of
Pharmaceutical Science and Technology, Japan. So,
as with many colleagues and people in positional
leadership role, I am well recognised in my field as
a leader but for me, it doesn’t stop here….
I was recently interviewed and asked why it is so hard
to describe a leader. My view still stands, it’s hard to
describe a leader because it is often so difficult to be a
leader. A good leader is one who can set a clear path
ahead and bring their team alongside to advise,
support and ensure everyone is on board, even when
that path changes direction. A good leader is one who
can do this with charm, humility and clarity and who
learns along the way. Learning to be a leader, and a
good leader at that, is a lifelong endeavour that never
ends. This is my goal and my ambition, to deliver my
job to my best ability but to do so by supporting as
many along the way and to try to do this by forging
collegiality - even making friendships (!) and doing so
with humour and humility!
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My final top tips:
When you are a health care professional working in
your field, you can channel your passion to your work.
The frontline nature of the profession can shine
through as you seek to do good and your best.
As such, you don’t need to be a different person at
work and at home - you can adapt your style, remain
authentic and be true to your values in all walks of life.
Indeed, I would argue that is more authentic!
Listen to feedback but be judicious in taking it all on.
Be mindful of positive feedback as well as the negative
and develop ways to take the good from all feedback
to grow and develop at all times.
When you experience negativity, ensure you don’t
absorb it to behave in the same way to others. To
break the cycle of bullying, we must all ensure we
never bully ourselves.
Be brave, be opportunistic, be hard working, be a
team player, forge good relationships, make great
friendships, create alliances, constantly learn (even
when in a senior role), be humble, don’t take yourself
TOO seriously, have a sense of humour and be kind.
Most of all, be kind. Even if others don’t immediately
deserve your kindness, think about how you want to
be remembered by others rather than scoring points.
COVID has shown us that we need smart people, to
make smart decisions, in smart ways. To change
direction when needed, to acknowledge others at
all times.
To reach out and check in. To collaborate and
recognise and check your internal compass for the
direction you need and double check that with
trusted ones.
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PM CONFERENCES IN 2021

Contracting and Procurement in the New NHS - What
does the future hold for Secondary and Primary Care?
Date: Thursday 29 April 2021

PCN Development - Driving Success with Service
Excellence
Date: To be confirmed

National Integrated Care Conference for Diabetes
Medicines Optimisation
Date: Thursday 17 June 2021

PM National Forum for Scotland
Date: Wednesday 25 August 2021

National Integrated Care Conference for Cardiovascular
Medicines Optimisation
Date: Wednesday 22 September 2021

PM National Forum for Wales
Date: Wednesday 20 October 2021

PM National Forum for Northern Ireland
Date: Wednesday 24 November 2021

Conferences in 2021 will be going ahead in either digital or face
to face format subject to National Guidance at the time.

Succeeding as a Wife, Mum and Pharmacist
Dr Diane Ashiru-Oredope, Pharmacist Lead for Antimicrobial Resistance and
Stewardship and HCAI at Public Health England and Global AMR Lead for the
Commonwealth Pharmacists Association

I am often asked by early career pharmacists and
sometimes peers, how I cope with being a mum and
still managing the multiple roles I have. Many of the
ladies (and sometimes men) who approach me for
advice are often unsure about how to navigate having
a career and a family life. Indeed, I myself am still
often in awe of senior women leaders who have several
children and are married. I remember asking a senior
pharmacy colleague not so long ago how she managed
working and developing her career with five children.
A couple of recent messages I have received are: “How
do you navigate between wanting to go as far as
possible in your career/professional life and wanting to
settle down and have a family. I feel the overwhelming
pressure to get married and have children but I feel like
that will stop me from where I want to be professionally”.
“I saw a doctoral post that tickled my interest several
weeks ago, advertised on NHD jobs but was a bit
nervous to apply because of the 4 year commitment and
being a female that wants to get married and have
children. However, the thought of our journey based on
your LinkedIn (also pursuing a PhD) and the fact that
you are also a mother (you shared on Telegram) in
addition to encouragement from friends and family,
gave me the confidence to apply”.
I honestly do not have a formula of how things have
worked out for me but I wish to share some of the key
points I have learnt along the way in the hope that it
might help those currently facing similar the challenges.
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research degree. In that final year I had also become
pregnant, had a miscarriage and without specifically
planning, was pregnant again. In those days falling
pregnant while completing a PhD just wasn’t done or
at least I didn’t know anyone from my pharmacy
school who had done it.
I had no idea that I could ask for maternity leave. I
realised at five months pregnant that meeting the fouryear academic deadline was going to be a challenge,
so I went to speak to my supervisor and registrar.
I was informed pregnancy was not considered an
extenuating circumstance for a thesis extension and
because I had not sought maternity leave earlier on in
my pregnancy, the four years I had already spent
researching my PhD would go to waste and I would
not graduate. I felt I had no choice but to soldier on.
My husband and I were overjoyed when I gave birth to
our daughter, but once discharged from hospital, I had
less than three months to submit my thesis. I took a
break for the first six weeks, partly because I was still
in pain from the caesarean section but the next two
weeks were a race to submit my thesis on time. I slept
in the living room, glued to my desk; taking small
breaks to breastfeed my daughter before handing her
over to someone else. I am grateful to my mum who
stayed with us during that time to provide support. I
acknowledge that without family support things are
even more challenging and when I was completing
four modules of my Master’s in public health during
maternity leave for my second child (in 2011), it was
extremely hard. I got through this period by:-

There is no “perfect time” to start a
family, if you also want a personally
satisfying career

• Being realistic about what I could achieve with two
children under the age of four e.g. I took off myself
the pressure of getting distinction. The aim was to
“not fail”

I got married in the final year of my PhD at almost 27
years old. I had already completed my pre-reg training,
residency and most of the laboratory aspects of my

• Choosing a distance learning course which allowed
me to study flexibly
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• Planning my time so I could achieve more during
nap times and when first child was at nursery part
time
• Paying for childcare at critical points to allow me
focus. A number of times this was simply paying for
a babysitter to be in the house at the same time as
I was to play with/keep my very active toddler
engaged so I could focus on studying
• Reducing the pressure on myself to have a perfectly
clean house and ‘gourmet’ meals that I did all by
myself.

Say yes even when scared; the truth
is it is never as scary as you initially
consider the situation to be
After submitting my thesis, I returned to pharmacy, as
a band 7 rotational pharmacist at Mid Essex Hospital.
I had only been in the role for six months when I was
called from the ward by the Deputy Chief Pharmacist.
I was petrified as that usually meant an error had
occurred. To my surprise I was asked to provide
maternity cover for the Antimicrobial Pharmacist role.
Never in my dreams did I expect such an opportunity
and I remember just sitting there nodding in shock.
I was excited to accept the role but I could feel the fear
set in. Determined, I immediately started to search for
networks of support and joined the UKCPA. I desperately
tried to contact the Antimicrobial Pharmacists Network
but there were no action or activities by the group at the
time. I began to read voraciously, particularly about what
antimicrobial stewardship (AMS) work colleagues in the
US were doing - it was very much self-directed learning,
but I made a concerted effort to grow my knowledge and
embed myself within the Microbiology and Infection
Prevention and Control teams. At the time I was still
finalising my thesis corrections and I had a 12-month old
baby, so I couldn’t contemplate beginning another course.
I was inspired by Raliat Onatade who I noted shared
learning through several clinical service peer reviewed
publications. So, I started applying my research skills
within my new speciality and was able to have two
manuscripts published in peer-reviewed journals.1,2
After a couple of years, I got a job as an antimicrobial
pharmacist at the then Health Protection Agency (HPA).
The rest as they say is history. HPA became PHE and I
have been within the organisation now for the last 11

years. Saying yes when scared and persevering was
what gave me the confidence and required experience
to apply for the role at Health Protection Agency which
became part of Public Health England in 2015.
Another time I remember being scared but saying yes
was when I was asked to Chair European Antibiotic
Awareness Day in 2015 for a group of 80 individuals
across multiple national organisations and Royal
Colleges. I was a Band 8a at this point. I eventually
found my groove, again learning along the way from
colleagues. Through that role I came up with the
idea for Antibiotic Guardian3 and through great
collaboration with colleagues across the health system,
I was able to take it through necessary approvals and
processes for development, implementation and
evaluation. This work is in its 7th year and is now an
international campaign with collaborations with
WHO Europe, Africa CDC, South Africa and Belgium
National AMR Committees amongst many others.
It also led me to be awarded the RPS Public Health
Pharmacist of the Year in 2015.
Whilst new experiences and opportunities that push
us outside our comfort zone may initially seem scary,
the truth is that like many things in life they do get
easier to manage and work through. By saying yes you
will likely:1) Open yourself up to new experiences and
opportunities
2) You will grow professionally and personally

Through disappointments, blessings
await
When I finished my pharmacy degree I was certain
I wanted a hospital placement, so I set about
applying. I was devastated to receive rejections
from both Nottingham Hospitals and Cambridge
University Hospital. It was disappointing but I used
the experience to prepare for one more interview
with John Radcliffe Hospital in Oxford. It was a
tough interview process, but I enjoyed it and I
remember getting the call that I had been successful
in securing a place on the residency. I was excited but
terrified because I still needed to get through my
final year exams at Bradford University and my preregistration exam but I managed to do both.
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Although I did not realise it or have a name for it at
the time, I was sure that I did not want a 9-5 role, so a
residency suited me perfectly. The role was extremely
challenging – we were running a 7 day/24 hour service
through the residents all those years ago. This feeling
has followed me all the way through my career –
flexible working has been critical to my roles even
when I was very junior. In those days, the way to
work through it was to have a part time job so I had
30/32 hour contracts (and I still follow this approach).
This approach allowed me even as an early career
pharmacist to start building a portfolio career and
further develop my skills e.g. teaching on the
Pharmacy Technician course whilst at Mid Essex
Hospitals.

No experience (including those
gained outside of professional
settings) is wasted
As a second-year pharmacy student, I remember
staying in Bradford one summer to work on a
pharmacology project. All my friends had gone home
and it was very lonely in the evenings. However, the
experience set me up for my final project for which I
won the first prize for final year project. It made me
realise my love for research and once I had gained 2
years’ experience through my residency, I applied for
my PhD.

You may not know what you want but
knowing what you don’t want is a
good start
On completing my PhD, I knew I didn’t want to go into
industry or academia which was the usual route
following a PhD, particularly a PhD in pharmaceutics.
I decided to apply for hospital pharmacist roles
instead and I am glad I did. Even though I had been out
of hospital pharmacy for four years I had continued to
work in community pharmacies and in private
healthcare, so I had kept my clinical experience
broadly up to date. I was returning at a grade lower
than the peers I had graduated with but I got stuck in
and more importantly made use of my research skills
ensuring I delivered excellent clinical service, while
also generating and sharing evidence. Through these
further opportunities became available.
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Acquire a broad range of pharmacy
and non-pharmacy experience
During my university degree I was the Bradford
Association of Pharmacy Students IT Officer and Afro
Caribbean Society (ACS) Public Relations Officer. I was
also radio host for the campus Christian radio station.
Outside work, I have developed and run websites, I
mentor others and learnt how to use social media and
gained marketing skills. Developing a range of skills
through those roles is still useful today.

Take on projects that will stretch you
In 2016, I became an advisor for the Commonwealth
Pharmacists Association (CPA). At that time, I focused
on supporting CPA to deliver and support World
Antibiotic Awareness Week activities. During 2017,
Victoria Rutter, the Executive Director, was invited to
submit an application to support antimicrobial
stewardship activities in African countries that are
part of the Commonwealth. And so, my journey into
global health began without me really knowing it or
having formal training in global health. Although I
could use my specialist knowledge in antimicrobial
stewardship/AMR and public health as a starting point,
it was important I developed my global health and
policy advocacy skills through self-directed learning
and learning on the job. Since 2018, I have supported
the Commonwealth Partnerships for Antimicrobial
Stewardship as the Technical Programme Lead. Through
the experience gained at CPA, I also recently supported
the AMR division at the World Health Organisation in
the development of an integrated AMS policy
document, further developing my global health and
policy skills.
Over the years, I have become passionate and vocal
about the role of pharmacists in public health and
tackling health inequalities beyond the delivery of
public health interventions. I am grateful for the
opportunity to lead on an evidence review for
pharmaceutical public health for the four UK Chief
Pharmaceutical Officers.
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If there is something you are
passionate about or have a bee in your
bonnet about, then do something
about it
Here are a couple of mine:1. Low pass rates for Black pre-registration
pharmacists
As a black pharmacist and a child with a black
mother, I can understand the impact this has
not only on the pre-registration (pre-reg)
trainees but their entire family especially the
mothers (who in many cultures will feel the
most responsible or sometimes blamed for a
child’s failure).

pharmacists who are due to take their exams in
June.
2. International Women’s
(#IWDPharmacy)

Day

Pharmacy

As I got more senior and progressed in my career,
I was facing more and more challenges and I just
needed to find a way to understand how other
senior female members of the profession were
coping, as well as understand the challenges
that women leaders face and how they navigate
their way through them (Figure 1). I used IWD
as a way to connect with ladies I admire and
wanted to learn from, as well as knew others
would want to learn from too. You can find out
more via the tweets over the last five years #IWDPharmacy.

In October 2018, I created a Telegram support
group after reading consistently for 2-3 years that
more than 30% of black African pre-registration
pharmacists fail the July GPhC Pre-registration
exams. This equates to more than 70 black preregs each year. Feeling helpless and dispirited, I
spent two years simply moaning because as a
parent and a former student I could empathise
with the anguished pre-regs and their families
who have their dreams and hopes cut short. I
wanted to help but just did not know how to
start. Then Osenadia (Os) who I had worked with
when he initiated the national students AMR
conference, sent me a message to ask if I could
mentor him and a couple of friends during their
pre-registration year. This was the final push I
needed. Although I didn’t have all the answers, I
knew I had to start somehow.
So, I set up the Telegram group and asked Os to
invite his friends and others who might be
interested in the group. I asked the founding
members what the group should be called, and
they chose African & Caribbean Pre registration
Pharmacy Network (ACPN).4 By the July 2019
exam, we had more than 80 members consisting
of current pre-reg pharmacists, recently qualified
pharmacists and final year pharmacy students.
We are now in the third year, currently
supporting both provisional registrants, who did
not get to take their exams in 2020 because of
the COVID-19 pandemic and current pre-reg

Figure 1: IWD Pharmacy 2017 and 2018

For 2021, I focused on early career pharmacists,
pharmacy technicians and pharmacy students
asking them what their key lessons so far
were and what they wish mid/late career
pharmacy colleagues did more of. Details
shared are available via this twitter thread
https://twitter.com/drdianeashiru/status/13688
74495860170753?s=21
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offer me flexibility as I currently have at PHE. I realise
that yes this is one of the many challenges we have as
women getting to the very top. This limitation is not
an external factor but I guess an engrained sense of
responsibility (and perhaps a bit traditional) as a
mother who wishes for her children to thrive and excel.
And yes, I have a supportive husband who is very
involved in our children’s lives including school runs
BUT it is what it is.
Having said this, I am still focused on my personal
and professional development/growth: I completed
4 modules in public health in 2019 (I already have a
masters in PH) and in a few weeks from writing this
article, I will requalify in MSP programme management.
I am also considering doing a doctorate in Public
Health (DrPH) as I am passionate about providing an
evidence base for pharmacist roles in public health
and tackling health inequalities, a project I am
honoured to have started on behalf of the 4 UK Chief
Pharmaceutical Officers.

Figure 2: IWDPharmacy 2021

Understand what I call ‘your times
and seasons’
It is important to recognise that there are different
seasons in your life and to embrace these.
Personally, I chose to have a strong focus on career
development when my children were much younger. I
figured they were too young to understand that mummy
wasn’t around for school plays etc. My daughter was in
nursery from 6 months; we needed the money and I
already had a 4 year break from my pharmacy career
whilst doing my PhD. For my son, I took 9 months off and
he had a nanny until he was 1 year old.
For many years me working didn’t make much sense
financially because a significant proportion of our
household income went on childcare. However, staying
in a career has meant whilst the money needed for paid
childcare has now reduced and my income has
continued to increase (very slowly but surely).
I am currently on what I call a career slow down, I will
not apply for roles that mean they will take me away
from my family for extensive periods or do not truly
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Know where your strength comes
from
My sources of strength are:• My faith and trust in God
• My parents: my dad who taught us that we can
achieve whatever we set our mind to and never feel
inferior irrespective of what others might try to
suggest or say. My mum who worked throughout
my childhood as a solicitor but still somehow put
us first and who I saw study for exams in the middle
of the night when I was 14 years old. Watching my
mum and aunties (who include professors,
principals of secondary schools, medical doctors,
accountants) navigate their professional working
lives and yet still having a focus on their children
has been inspirational
• My children for several reasons but in the context of
this article– my daughter because I want her to
know she can achieve whatever she sets her mind
to. My son - to know that women can and should
achieve what they wish to
• My husband for being a partner that over the years
has come to understand that I want/need to do
both: be a great mother/wife and have a fulfilling
career
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When it all gets too much, reach
out to someone - mentorship can
be one way

Read books and articles. Here are a
couple of books and one article that
have been pivotal for me:

In January 2017, I had just come out of a very
challenging time for myself and my team at work.
My daughter was 9 years old and my son 6 years.
My husband was still working outside the UK - this
time in Brussels. It all got too much and I honestly
found myself considering resigning/giving up on my
career or taking a major break.

• Lean In: Women, Work, and the Will to Lead is a
2013 book written by Sheryl Sandberg, the chief
operating officer of Facebook. This book helped me
see that I was not alone and it was OK to want to
work and build my career

Because of my role in a national organisation, there were
very few women I knew, who I could reach out to. After a
few weeks of reflecting and praying, I felt led to contact
Clare Howard. She had been the deputy Chief
Pharmaceutical Officer for England until 2014. I wanted
to understand her journey as a woman who had become
the most senior female leader in our profession.
This was my message to Clare on 10.01.2017
Hi Clare. Happy New Year. Apologies for out of the blue
contact. I wondered if it would be possible to have a
chat with you sometime soon. I am considering next
steps for myself as a pharmacist and mum of two young
children. I would really value hearing from you and your
experience as a senior pharmacy leader.
Many thanks in advance
Diane

• Currently I am reading “Women and Leadership:
Real Lives, Real Lessons” by Julia Gillard (former
Prime Minister of Australia) and Ngozi OkonjoIweala (former Minister for finance for Nigeria); now
Director General of the World Trade Organisation
• A range of books that help me build my faith
• Article: ”How the children of working moms feel
about them now” because although I had a working
mum and remain inspired by all she achieved, I
often have moments of “working mum guilt”
https://www.forbes.com/sites/kateashford/2015/0
6/30/working-mother/ (accessed 17 Mar 2021)

I will end with the following:
• “Done is better than perfect”
• Work out/consider in advance how you will
manage/deal with challenging days
• Decide on your priorities; professionally and personally
to determine where to invest your time and energy

That message and speaking to Clare regularly over the
next 6-9 months is what I credit for not “leaning” out
of my career.

Own your personality and desires
If you wish to take time to focus on your children and
can afford to, do so and do not feel guilty. For me, my
personality and the fact that I love being a pharmacist
means that I need/want to do both.

• Personally, I am not sure it is a case of work-life
balance; I believe it is more a blend, that takes into
account both my work and personal obligations
• I have many challenging days, but my faith gets me
through; what helps you get through challenging
days?
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Questions and answers with
Richard Cattell, Deputy Chief Pharmaceutical Officer, NHS England and
NHS Improvement

I was delighted to be asked to contribute a piece to this
special ‘women in pharmacy leadership’ issue.
I’d like to highlight my personal commitment to
bringing about change so that the people in pharmacy
leadership positions are more representative of our
professions and also more broadly of those in our
communities.
The General Pharmaceutical Council survey of
registered pharmacy professionals in 2019 shows that
62% of pharmacists are female while 38% are male;
while for pharmacy technicians the figures are 88%
female and 12% male; and these ratios have certainly
been my experience throughout my career.

What is NHSE&I doing to support
women into leadership, and in
particular its pharmacy leadership?
Our national senior pharmacy professional leadership
team at NHS England and NHS Improvement comprises
13 female and 12 male pharmacy professionals
working across a variety of directorates in the
organisation as professional advisors.
A raft of evidence clearly shows there are many
benefits for everyone through embracing diversity and
the We Are The NHS: People Plan 2020/21, published
by NHS England and NHS Improvement, sets out how
inclusive leadership is needed to create a sense of
belonging at all levels and that this will result in
tangible and meaningful actions to improve equality,
diversity and inclusion in pharmacy teams and in
healthcare service delivery for all communities.
In pharmacy, we have made public our commitment,
as part of the Joint National Plan for Inclusive
Pharmacy Practice (IPP), to change the Black, Asian
and Minority Ethnic representation within the senior

pharmacy leadership at NHS England and NHS
Improvement and this will include work on all the
protected characteristics including gender.
There are three themes in the IPP plan: (i) Leadership
and representation; (ii) Professional education and
training; and (iii) Healthcare service delivery.
To take action on the plan’s requirements around
leadership and representation, we have set up a
working group to improve representation in the
pharmacy senior leadership team and pharmacy
leadership development programmes including work
to develop data and metrics, talent mapping and
succession planning processes, mentoring, and
processes to ensure diverse voices are heard in
decision-making in boards and committees.

What are the consequences of not
having women leaders?
Ensuring diversity in leadership is, of course, the right
thing to do, but we also know that leaders valuing
diversity and fairness results in better support and
inclusion for all staff and, critically to us as healthcare
professionals, patient care improves. Fairness and
inclusion are key to tackling unfair and avoidable
differences in health across the population. Evidence
also suggests health care teams are generally more
innovative when they are comprised of a more diverse
set of backgrounds, and well engaged and supported
diverse teams improve patient outcomes.1
Evidence also shows that strategic leadership teams
that are highly ethnically/culturally diverse are high
performing and the greater the representation, the
higher the likelihood of performance.
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What lessons has the pandemic
taught us about the importance of
gender equality in leadership that
organisations should take notice of,
and build on, as we move forward?
The pandemic provides a renewed impetus to improve
inclusivity in the workplace to further innovate and
adapt healthcare delivery to meet the needs of our
diverse communities.

action under the leadership and representation
theme in the IPP plan is ‘Leaders at levels in all care
settings, where appropriate, should embrace authentic
allyship to improve their engagement with equality,
diversity and inclusion’. Within the senior pharmacy
leadership at NHSE&I we’re starting by developing a
workshop session on allyship.
On a personal level, I’ve had the privilege of learning
from and working with several senior women leaders
during my career. A career that I owe to a female
pharmacy leader who happened to be my Mum!

What does allyship mean to you, and
how is NHSE&I promoting its
necessity?

I’m committed to being the change that I want to see
and alongside my leadership of the IPP process I see
the writing of this article as an example of my allyship
on this important issue.

The People Directorate at NHS England and NHS
Improvement is leading the equality, diversity and
inclusion strategy for the NHS and a great deal of work
is already underway. For pharmacy specifically, a key
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Growing up
Thorrun Govind, MPharm (Hons) GDL LPC MSc MRPharmS, Pharmacist in Manchester

Don’t call me bossy. If I were a boy
you’d call me a leader.
Like most women I know, I have been called bossy, a
negative word used to put women down or to chastise
children, rather than recognising that they are
stepping up and leading. I haven’t heard it for a while
but it’s definitely a word I heard when I was younger.
A word that lingers in my memories of juggling
school work with all the fantastic extracurricular
activities I loved. These extracurricular activities you
won’t be surprised to hear, included public speaking
and debating.
Growing up I’ve always been conscious that if a
woman and a man react in the same way, often the
comment on the female’s actions will be negative. I’ve
led the pharmacy team as a female pharmacist
knowing that I may have to say things in a different
way than a male pharmacist in order to achieve the
same goal.
I have always considered pharmacy to generally be a
female friendly profession; however, it was actually
working as a pharmacist that highlighted to me the
sexism that my colleagues can experience. As a newly
qualified pharmacist I was working with an all-male
dispensing team. As many of you will know – all-male
dispensing teams aren’t actually that common. The
presumption by a patient was that the younger male
pre-registration trainee was the pharmacist. I’ve had
this a few times and I really do wonder how these
attitudes still persist. It is very frustrating and I also
recognise that in other professions women experience
such scenarios to an even greater extent. Wherever it
occurs it is unacceptable, we have to call out this
behaviour. This is a societal issue which needs
tackling.

Appreciation
I’m so appreciative of the women who have come
before who have made it easier for us. In 1870,
Fanny Deacon (née Potter), became the first female
pharmacist in the United Kingdom. That there was a
time when women couldn’t be a member of our
profession, is still incomprehensible. They would
never have dreamed of the new roles and
opportunities developing. I wholeheartedly encourage
my peers to embrace a portfolio career and to pick and
mix between sectors. I myself am juggling two
professions, training to be a lawyer alongside my role
as a pharmacist. I want to make it easier for the next
generation of female pharmacists and I am looking
forward to new roles developing for them that I can’t
even dream of right now.
In 2018, two years qualified (aged 25), I was elected to
the Royal Pharmaceutical Society (RPharms) English
Pharmacy Board, the youngest board member. At the
time it wasn’t being female which I thought would be
the biggest barrier to being elected but actually my
age. But I’ve always thought, I’m here, I’ve got an
opinion and I’m not afraid to use it! Sometimes you’ve
got to build your own platform and I have used social
media and the media to advocate for the profession. I
am an active user of social media but I often receive
comments levelled at my age compared to older
pharmacists. ‘Young media pharmacist’ has been at
times, used as a derogatory term.
I am incredibly appreciative to have been supported
by so many within the profession. As I have become
older it is increasingly my privilege and pleasure to
support the next generation of pharmacists by
providing support via social media and as a mentor.
Being a mentor to younger members of the profession
is extremely important to me and seeing my mentees
thrive is an incredible feeling. Reflecting on the
composition of pharmacy organisations, with regards
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to the RPS there is diversity on the board, though not
so much in terms of number of years qualified. We do
of course have a female President. I don’t necessarily
see the same diversity in other pharmacy organisations.

Future of Pharmacy
I strongly urge all pharmacy organisations to consider
the future pharmacy pipeline. If the profession does
not encourage and foster an inclusive environment
then how can we expect the profession to advance.
Just because you personally have not experienced
sexism or racism doesn’t mean that it doesn’t exist. I
strongly hope all the aggressive, bossy, complicated
difficult women like myself keep being assertive,
leading, telling the truth and asking hard questions.
Our profession depends on it.
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A regular webinar programme from PM to share skills
and learnings to enhance the future for pharmacy.

Date and Time

Topics

21 April 2021
10.00am –11.45am

Dealing with personal change at work and leading others through the
change process – PM Consultancy Trainer
PCNs today – what are the prescribing priorities? Minesh Parbat, Chief
Pharmacist, NHS North Solihull Collaborative Primary Care Networks

5 May 2021
2.00pm – 3.45pm

The importance of coaching and the impact on collaborative working
– PM Consultancy Trainer
Deprescribing – how to do it with minimum stress. Emma McClay, Pharmacy
Integration Project Lead, Specialist Pharmacy Service/Sunderland CCG

19 May 2021
10.00am – 11.45am

Managing time effectively in the NHS – PM Consultancy Trainer
DOACs and safety. Lynne Garforth, Advanced Practice Pharmacist and Director,
Ashburton Prescribing Consultants Ltd

26 May 2021
10.00am – 11.45am

Leadership and Management – PM Consultancy Trainer
Developing and delivering advanced case clinics in primary care.
Surinder Kumar, Senior Clinical Pharmacist, Dawley Medical Practice

9 June 2021
2.00pm – 3.45pm

Communicating messages effectively – PM Consultancy Trainer
Is Diabetes under control – how can we improve patient care and outcomes?
Melody Kan, PCN Pharmacist, Bristol Inner City

16 June 2021
10.00am – 11.45am

Managing teams, influencing and dealing with under-performance
– PM Consultancy Trainer
Social Media and the power of brand. Thorrun Govind MPharm (Hons) GDL LPC
MSc MRPharmS, Community Pharmacist
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Date and Time

Topics

23 June 2021
10.00am – 11.45am

How to win friends and influence people - the key to selling success
– PM Consultancy Trainer
The role of the PCN pharmacist now and in the future. Clair Huckerby, Chief
(Consultant) Pharmacist, Our Health Partnership

7 July 2021
2.00pm – 3.45pm

Planning your next project – PM Consultancy Trainer
Prescribing across the ICS – what has been achieved so far and where to next?
Laura Angus, Head of Prescribing, NHS Vale of York CCG & Interim Lead Pharmacist
at Humber, Coast and Vale ICS

15 September 2021
10.00am – 11.45am

Managing difficult conversations – PM Consultancy Trainer
What impact can PCNs have on the CV agenda? Rachel Howatson, Senior
Cardiovascular Disease Pharmacist, NHS Southwark CCG

29 September 2021
2.00pm – 3.45pm

Getting the Basics right – Setting up the High Performance Team
– PM Consultancy Trainer
The Medicines Optimisation Agenda in Elderly Care now. Lelly Oboh, Consultant
Pharmacist, Care of older people, Guys and St Thomas NHS Trust Community Health Services
and Consultant Pharmacist Care of Older People, NHS Specialist Pharmacy Services

13 October 2021
10.00am – 11.45am

Prevention is Better than Cure – Preventing the common dysfunctions of High
Performing Teams – PM Consultancy Trainer
Where is Respiratory Medicines Optimisation in Primary Care at this moment?
Hetal Dhruve, Clinical Lead - Respiratory, City and Hackney CCG/Clinical Research
Pharmacist, Guy's and St Thomas' NHS Foundation Trust

3 November 2021
2.00pm – 3.45pm

The importance of Review & Reward & Recognition in High Performing Teams
– PM Consultancy Trainer
Clinical Pharmacists in Primary Care leading the care of Diabetes patients.
Speaker to be confirmed

17 November 2021
10.00am – 11.45am

How to deliver good presentations – PM Consultancy Trainer
Ways of improving communication between primary and secondary care at
the interface. Sarah Crotty, Head of Pharmacy and Medicines Optimisation, Herts
Valley CCG

1 December 2021
2.00pm – 3.45pm

Building confidence in decision-making – PM Consultancy Trainer
Developments in CV medicine in 2021. Helen Williams, National Specialty Adviser
for Cardiovascular Disease Prevention

15 December 2021
10.00am – 11.45am

Project planning and ensuring delivery – PM Consultancy Trainer
Respiratory medicine update. Minesh Parbat, Chief Pharmacist, NHS North
Solihull Collaborative Primary Care Networks
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Successful Juggling
Laura Buckley, Lead PCN pharmacist in the East Riding of Yorkshire

Growing up in a house full of women and going to a
high school for girls gave me a sense of worth that
perhaps I wouldn’t have felt in any other environment.
The mantra that we were capable of anything we set
our mind to was something that I still feel to this day,
many years since leaving a school which I considered
to be my second home. I never considered my gender
as something that would hold me back or see me
treated any differently in my career but with
experience in life comes challenges.
Fast-forward a number of years, and I found myself
pregnant and pressing through my degree without
pausing for thought. Running round university with a
breast pump and spare nappies in my bag alongside
dissertation and portfolio notes and nursery on speed
dial, had me used to juggling the chaos of family life
before I had even passed my finals. And again, in my
pre-registration year, pacing up and down the wards
with morning sickness and a bump under my desk
as I sat my qualifying exam, were only testament to
my determination to have it all; I wanted both
motherhood and a career and at the time, nothing
could have got in my way. Failure was never an option.
When I interviewed for my first job as a pharmacist, I
was pregnant and unsure whether revealing my
pregnancy would affect my chances of securing a role.
I was unsuccessful and although disappointed at the
time, realised that life had other plans for me. My next
interviews were different; I took my new baby son into
one interview and my mum sat outside in my car with
both my children for another. These interviews were
very flexible but had one thing in common; they
asked me how my husband and I would manage our
childcare arrangements given we were both
pharmacists.
We moved 100 miles to new roles and co-managed
pharmacies for three years. As a mum of two and a
pharmacist, I often felt myself divided in two. The

hours we worked weren’t childcare friendly and
having no family support nearby, had to employ a
childminder to collect our children from nursery on the
days we both worked. We moved into a 100-hour
pharmacy and divided our time, my husband and I
splitting shifts to balance workload and family life,
and it became a routine of swapping children for
controlled drugs keys after doing the school run,
during my afternoon break.
Our patients were fascinated that we worked together,
and it was great to have a mutual understanding of the
work, trust in each other’s capability and support with
clinical decision making. We understood each other
more than perhaps any two pharmacists could but at
times I found myself treated with perhaps less respect
from both patients and colleagues in non-pharmacy
departments alike. He was widely known as the
pharmacist and I ‘the pharmacist’s wife’, which was
both frustrating and a knock to my confidence.
Finding time to attend training sessions, develop our
skills, and prepare for new services was a challenge
and I was increasingly feeling guilty for noticing the
pressure of bringing up two children under four and
working full time as a pharmacy manager. I wanted to
give everything to both roles but exhausting myself
doing hours that the role demanded meant that I
began to realise my own limitations. I was no longer
the student surviving on three hours sleep and then
sitting a finals exam; I was running a family and a
pharmacy, and something had to give.
The inflexibility of pharmacy hours, the lack of flexible
access to many learning opportunities, the difficulty
with finding locum cover when time off was needed
for dependents, were issues we found. We were no
strangers to patching up cover between ourselves to
keep the pharmacies open, but it was not an easy way
to live.
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When I started expressing my views on social media
and writing blogs, I finally felt I had found something
for me that wasn’t time at work or time parenting.
It was work I could do while my children slept and
a genuine pleasure to be recognised as a healthcare
professional in my own right. I had opinions of my own
and there was no request for a second opinion from
‘the pharmacist in the back of the shop’. It was
refreshing to feel like I had a voice that people wanted
to listen to and a platform to share my experiences as
both a mother and a pharmacist.
But while my writing grew popular and I moved into a
role in primary care, my confidence waned. The
continuous feeling of not being successful enough,
knowledgeable enough, decisive enough or enough of
a leader, was something I found hard to shake. I
worried about defending any decisions I made and
began doubting whether I was cut out for my role as a
pharmacist. This feeling leaked into my perceptions of
my abilities as a mother and I found myself regularly
challenging negative thoughts about my capability
to parent.
When the COVID-19 pandemic hit in 2020, the
challenge of attempting to work from home in a new
role with two children was something neither of us
could have foreseen. Given only my role could be done
remotely, I found myself juggling again, dreading
calling patients and anxious about calls from school
to ask how we had been getting on with homeschooling. ‘We haven’t been getting on at all!’ I wanted
to yell, and it seemed critically unfair to find myself a
keyworker and yet still juggling home-schooling,
working full-time and studying for a course.
With no ‘childcare bubble’ to help us, the mounting
frustration of feeling doubly inadequate as both
parent and pharmacist was another hit to my
confidence and even when childcare resumed for us,
there were times where we had to self-isolate and the
frustration returned with a vengeance. I realised there
were others in far worse situations but a seemingly
unending pandemic was enough to provide a negative
undercurrent of feeling that I could not shake off.
And despite a run of success in my writing career, my
day job still felt a challenge and it was only when I
reached out to colleagues that I realised I was not alone;
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it had taken time to work up the courage to speak out
about how I had been feeling and I admit to having
feared that I would appear weak in asking for support.
Often but not always, women are the primary
caregivers in the family and the impact of juggling
this with a career in pharmacy should not be
underestimated. The fear of being held back by
having children, the continuous juggling of childcare,
school homework, extra-curricular activities, work
timetables, training and personal time are what
makes it difficult and at times seemingly impossible
to achieve personal goals.
I once described being a woman and a pharmacist as
a ‘double-whammy predisposition for underselling
oneself’ and I stand by this today. I genuinely feel that
as women, we lack confidence in driving ourselves
forward for more senior roles, we hold back from
speaking up because we lack confidence and we
perhaps don’t communicate enough with each other
about the challenges we face in juggling our lives as
women in pharmacy.
The reality of being women in pharmacy is that we do
have skills of our own to offer, ideas to share and use
in leadership, as well as a determination to succeed
and develop the pharmacy profession for the years to
come. As a relatively young pharmacist with ideas of
my own of what leadership should look like, I believe it
is important for us to feel connected, empowered and
supported in our careers because we are the future of
pharmacy and our voices should be heard equally.
At times when my finger hovers uncertainly over the
mouse as I prepare to press send on an email
containing a blog I wrote, I think back to my days in
high school when I felt like anything was possible. I
remind myself that if I can have the confidence to
speak freely about the issues all pharmacists face in
healthcare, then perhaps others too will speak up and
eventually there will be positive change and progress
for the profession. Women in pharmacy have a voice
and should be encouraged and supported to use it.
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A Woman in Academia
Hamde Nazar, MRPharmS PhD SFHEA, Director of Excellence in Learning and
Teaching, Senior Lecturer in Pharmacy Practice, Honorary Research Pharmacist,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, Newcastle University

I recently assumed the role of Schwartz Round lead
and coordinator within my capacity as the Faculty
Lead for Interprofessional Education at Newcastle
University.
Schwartz Rounds are multidisciplinary structured
forums where clinical and nonclinical staff from an
organisation come together to share and discuss the
emotional and social aspects of working in healthcare.

The experience at the time had the effect to make
me recoil from my role and all that it entailed. This
would have ultimately led to sacrificing a significant
opportunity to personally and professionally progress.
I remember the feeling of being ‘saved’ from that
experience; being provided with another interface to
engage for support and mentorship.
A senior colleague intervened in the most humane
manner having observed some particular interactions.
They listened to me, valued my contribution no matter
how little, or right or wrong. I had the opportunity to
ask the stupid questions, make the naïve comments
and demonstrate my ignorance because, in that role,
I was still learning.

In a recent interprofessional Round, I was a member
of the audience and there was a discussion about role
models. A young female student was a panellist and
shared their story of a role model; another female in a
senior national position (in pharmacy coincidentally).
She described her interaction with this role model
leaving her feeling truly considered, valued and engaged
with in a meaningful and significant way. The student
was open, honest and generous in their reflection of
this experience. It was uncomplicated but powerful to
hear a female student talk so appreciatively and
warmly of another senior female in such a human and
simple way.

The effect was overwhelmingly powerful in restoring
my self-esteem, conviction to continue and resolution
to succeed. Had that not happened, I would not be
where I am today. I wonder how I would have mentally
recovered but also what impact that would have had
on my developing perceptions of leadership and
authority.

My next reaction was of acute self-awareness. At any
one time, any one of us is being observed or
interacting in such a way that has the potential to have
a resonating impact on those around us, in good and
bad ways. In that moment, I wanted to be that role
model the student described. To leave people feeling
valued and significant. That is, from my perspective,
good leadership.

Fast-forwarding to present day, I hold a senior positon
in a School of Pharmacy, a lead role in the Faculty and
have a national profile for my endeavours in both
research and education. I am a line manager, educator,
mentor and lead on many pharmacy-related
initiatives. In all these roles, almost every day in my
interaction with people, I remember the essence of
that experience from such a long time ago.

In my career, I have observed and been influenced by
many seniors, supervisors, managers and leaders.
Quite early in this journey, I became acutely aware of
some characteristics of poor leadership being
supervised in a particular junior role. Reflecting on
that situation now, using that lens of the
aforementioned Schwartz Round panellist, I felt
devalued, dismissed and quite aggressively scorned.

I am keenly sensitised to provide safe spaces for open
and transparent communication. I strongly believe in
people feeling valued in their roles and contributions
for the best personal and collective outcomes. I am not
afraid of confrontation because it is a healthy
exchange of ideas rather than an aggressive battle of
opposing agendas.
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The counter to this is that sharpened awareness
of how those I regard as role-models, seniors,
managers, etc. make me feel during interactions and
communications. I have become a hoarder of the
behaviours or characteristics of others that
fundamentally help me develop, thrive and progress.
Hoping to absorb and assimilate them into my manner
and approach with the ultimate aim to be a super
leader! At this point, I can say such a naïve comment,
because I am still learning.
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Is it different for pharmacy technicians?
Samantha Quaye, Pharmacy Business and Performance Manager, Barts Health
NHS Trust

Chances are, if you’re reading this, you’re a woman,
a. because the profession is predominantly female1
and
b. because many people think of gender equality as a
“women’s issue”.
The latter point is what fundamentally needs to
change in order for us to achieve gender equality.
A bold opening statement? Or an opinion based on my
lived experience?
As a (relatively) young, female, pharmacy technician I
have found that that I have had to push doors a little
harder to get them to open, whereas such doors are
often propped open for pharmacists and/or male
colleagues. These are doors that lead to training &
development opportunities, senior job roles, national
leadership positions, and membership/representation
in pharmacy organisations.
A (sometimes not so) subtle undercurrent of sexism
still pervades our profession. Women moving into
spaces that have traditionally been run by men can be
a challenge, not in terms of capability or motivation,
but because of entrenched views and processes. The
younger you are the harder it is too, even if you have
all the credentials to succeed. Being a pharmacy
technician is an added barrier because people look at
your academic achievements before they recognise
your professional achievements.
You only have to look at the composition of Boards,
Councils and Committees within our profession to see
the inequality in terms of proportionate representation.
This can only be remedied if it is acknowledged, acted
on and the organisation is accountable for delivering
on improvements. This is reflected across society and
is unlikely to change without a call-to-action and
mandated targets. I say this because initiatives such

as Gender Pay Gap reporting and NHS Workforce Race
Equality Standards (WRES) were all well-received as
concepts but nothing changed until organisations
were legally obliged to report their metrics.
All that said, I have been privileged enough to have
been appointed to senior roles within pharmacy and
have seen many excellent examples of how the system
can be inclusive. However, there is a long way to go
before discrimination is eliminated at all levels of our
profession. Discrimination is widespread, intersectional
and woven into the fabric of pharmacy, however
unintentional.

At this point I’m usually met with questions about my
personal experience and whether others have ever
treated me differently because of my characteristics.
Sadly, I have a number of stories but one that
sticks out in my mind is from a pharmacy meeting at
a golf course (that had changed its constitution to
allow women into the club house). As part of my role
at the time I travelled across the country to promote
services and build networks with stakeholders. On
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one occasion I attended such a meeting and was
surprised by some proceedings. As a young woman,
and a pharmacy technician in a room of pharmacists
(not a rare occurrence), I was aware of the traditional
hierarchy and social etiquette expected of me. I am not
one to shy away from addressing injustices, however,
I am professional and conscious that when on business
I am representing my organisation.
On arrival I was shown into the meeting room and
people seemed to know each other so I introduced
myself to various group members (all older men) and
offered a handshake which seemed to be
met with amusement. I felt a little
awkward but put it down to
being nervous and perhaps
misreading the situation.
At lunchtime there was a
buffet in another room
and when returning to
the meeting room with
food, I went to sit by
the large window with
a view. Subsequently
colleagues joined me but
all looked uncomfortable.
I looked around to see if I
could identify a social faux
pas I had made but could not
fathom my error when one of the
group who had joined me by the window
said, “Oh, the women usually sit over there at
lunchtime.” At this point I noticed the two women in
the group who were sat separately in the corner of the
room. I made a joke about dispensing with tradition
what with it being the 21st century now; I deliberately
did not move seats and continued to participate in the
conversation which was a lively discussion about the
future of community pharmacy.
It is behaviour such as this that has earned me labels
such as “feisty”, “outspoken” and “strong-willed”
which I believe are terms that are rarely used to
describe men in any situation, let alone for merely
acting in a way that is conventional in most modernday organisations. The language we use is just one
way that unconscious bias manifests. Gender
stereotypes are prevalent in the workplace and
societal norms set expectations that women ought to
be nurturing and gentle so when we exhibit assertive
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behaviour or show ambition, we are considered
aggressive or over-confident.
Misogynistic views are so ingrained because we are
conditioned from an early age to associate women
with less prestigious roles and historically this has
been accepted. These stereotypical classifications
are internalised by individuals and become selffulfilling prophecies. In the words of Caroline Criado
Perez, “Our society and institutions are built to push
men and women into different roles. We need to
change that”.
Thankfully, times are starting to change.
There are worldwide targets to
improve gender equality,2 we
have policy and legislation3 in
the UK that is helping to
level the playing field, and
in pharmacy we have a
number of organisations
that have formed working
groups, networks and
committees setting out
their intention to improve
equality, diversity and
inclusion.
Establishing policies to prevent
structural
and
institutional
discrimination is a positive and long
overdue step in many organisations. I am an
Inclusion Ambassador at the NHS Trust I work for and
use this role to advocate for change; however, we will
only have truly succeeded in our mission when
inclusion is embedded as standard practice and such
roles are no longer needed.
My hopes for the future are that the value of diversity
is better recognised, that discrimination at all levels is
always called out and that we see leadership that is
more representative of the demographics in our
profession. I’d like there to be equality of opportunity
for pharmacy technicians and I’d like the whole
profession to adapt to become more accepting of
people who are different from them. My wish is that
competency-based assessments become the norm for
decision making about people, rather than historical
precedents and that discussions about gender equality
become obsolete. My main hope is that it doesn’t take
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a whole generation to achieve this.
We have a collective responsibility to improve our
profession. The time for change is now.
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Being a Diamond
Lelly Oboh, Consultant Pharmacist, Care of Older People, Guys and St Thomas
NHS Trust Community Health Services and NHS Specialist Pharmacy Services

I don’t see myself exclusively as a ‘female leader’ but
recognise that being female is central to who I am.

not constrained by organisational limitations,
pressures and structures.

Similarly, being black, mature, an overseas trained
pharmacist as well as my culture and background all
contribute to what makes me the unique leader I am
today and I draw on all these characteristics in my
leadership role. I have learnt that each one can work
for or against me and I’m becoming more adept at
noticing what is happening, with each one at a
particular time or place and purposefully using them
positively to lead myself and others.

Secondly, leadership maximises efforts through
collaboration and harnessing collective intelligence
of others and develop more leaders in the process.

This article shares aspects of my leadership journey
from this multidimensional perspective. I hope one or
more facets from this unfinished diamond that is me
as a leader, catches your attention and inspires you.

What leadership means to me
Kevin Kruse’s definition1 encompasses what leadership
is for me. ‘Leadership is a process of social influence
which maximises the efforts of others towards the
achievement of a goal. As a consultant pharmacist
leading medicines optimisation for vulnerable older
people at a time of rapid changes and uncertainties for
the NHS and colleagues, three aspects stand out.
Firstly, leadership is a process that influences what
individuals or groups think and/or do. According to
the 6th U.S president John Quincy Adams “If your
actions inspire others to dream more, learn more, do
more and become more, you are a leader.” Being a
leader is not about exerting positional, hierarchical,
expert power and authority which are limited in scope
and scale, on their own, and insufficient to achieve
lasting change.
Influence from leadership on the other hand aims to
change the behaviour, beliefs, and/or values of an
individual or group in the context of relationships. It is
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Finally, leadership is about effecting movement, with
purpose, towards a goal. A good leader should be a
catalyst to empower others to take actions that lead
to tangible outcomes.

My leadership journey and the
opportunities
For the first six years after pre-registration I worked
at a large London community hospital and the
community pharmacy. Although unaware at the
time, my leadership journey started 1999 when I
moved from being a dispensary pharmacist within
small pharmacy teams to working as one of six
prescribing advisers (a new role at the time) in
Lambeth, Southwark and Lewisham Health Authority
(LSLHA). It was a baptism of fire! Although there was
an overall pharmaceutical adviser responsible for
our professional direction, I reported directly to the
Primary Care Group (PCG) Chief Executive (CE).
As the prescribing adviser for Lambeth PCG my main
role was ensuring that 27 GP practices improved the
quality of their prescribing habits and kept within the
PCG prescribing budgets. Also, I was to regularly report
and make recommendations to the PCG Board as
well as start and lead a Lambeth wide community
pharmacy forum.
With an overspent prescribing budget, it didn’t take
much for me to realise that my title or clinical
knowledge were insufficient to get the shift needed to
change practice across the board. Worse still, coming
from a community pharmacy background unlike most
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prescribing advisers at the time, I wasn’t confident
that my clinical expertise was sound enough to
convince them to change. I was due to start a clinical
pharmacy diploma course, but it was not soon enough
to solve the pressing problem.
As well as the CE, I worked closely with a finance lead
and three localities managers in the same office who
shared their experiences about ‘terrifying’ GPs and
practice managers. With good intent they provided me
with a list of ‘don’ts’ for my practice visits. I had a
couple of awkward GP practice visits but was too
embarrassed to share my experience with my
colleagues. With nowhere to turn, I decided to focus
on my strengths and experience from previous roles.
Over the next 2 years through shadowing and
learning from the CE and team, I became confident
chairing meetings, writing and presenting reports for
board meetings and setting prescribing budgets. I
completed my Clinical Pharmacy Diploma with
distinction and learnt everything I could about the
culture and language (so many acronyms!) in primary
care. I familiarised myself with key stakeholders and
learnt how to communicate and influence them. I
developed great professional relationships with
my practices (including the single-handed GPs) and
still call on those contacts now. The practices
were engaged and prescribing practice improved
significantly in key areas and we kept within the
prescribing budget.
In 2001, when PCGs merged to Primary Care Trusts
(PCTs), I had to make a tough decision about whether
to progress my career towards management or stay as
I was because there was no other avenue for career
advancement in primary care at the time. I chose to
remain as a prescribing adviser and negotiated to
develop myself in specific area of interest. I had just
undertaken a pharmacist-led PCG medication review
project and with my background of working with
care homes as a community pharmacist, I chose the
care of older people.
For the next 2 years nothing much happened career
wise and I was looking to change jobs for something
more exciting to match the skills and expertise I
had gained in primary care. In 2003, I applied for a
6-month secondment opportunity as the project coordinator for the only medicines management pilot
out of 27 London-wide older people service

development program (LOPSDP) pilots funded by the
Directorate of Health and Social Care (DHSC),
alongside 26 seasoned project managers and NHS
modernisation agents from various health and social
care backgrounds. We were enrolled in the Kings Fund,
New Leaders Programme. This was my first formal
introduction to leadership. It was another steep
learning curve for me but by now I had learned to lean
on my expanding network of peers as well as two great
female leaders; the LOPSDP program director and
DHSC Pharmaceutical adviser who coached and
mentored me through. That pilot was a runner up for
the Pharmaceutical care awards in 2004.
I was asked by the London South East and Eastern
(LSEE) Regional Specialist Pharmacy Services (Now
SPS, national) to continue with the project for another
6 months but the prospects of going back to ‘business
as usual’ after this project was discouraging. I was
frustrated and angry about certain things about the
‘system’ that I felt hadn’t worked for me.
In 2004 by sheer chance, I was offered coaching
support as part of the Department of General Practice
scheme for primary care practitioners. My coach was
an extraordinary female leader and by the end of six
1-hour sessions my mindset and career trajectory
changed for good. She challenged me to stop looking
to others or the system to shape my career and to
focus on strengths I already had to create ‘nontraditional’ pharmacy career opportunities for myself.
We discussed building on my leadership and change
management skills. She encouraged me to explore
teaching, which would not have crossed my mind
without her questioning and space to think. Suddenly,
I saw how everything I had done and experienced
including the challenges could open doors.
Within a few months my old boss offered me an
opportunity to teach 3rd year Pharmacy undergraduates
at King College London. Ordinarily I would have
declined with the excuse of not having a teaching
qualification but the new ‘coached’ me was beginning
to think differently. The course lead, an experienced
pharmacist, mentored me and birthed a skill and
passion for teaching. Within a couple of years, I
had developed and was running the older people
medicines module for the clinical pharmacy diploma
and I went on to develop and teach other modules for
UCL, LSBU non-medical prescribing course. Since then,
I have delivered training to thousands of pharmacists
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and other health and social care staff on optimising
medicines in older people.
With this new quest to my leadership skills, I applied
for the NHS Breaking Through Leadership programme
for BAME staff and was successful. It was on this
programme that I became acquainted with concepts
like emotional intelligence, leading transformational
change and influencing for results. However, I didn’t
take them seriously as I was more interested in
developing my clinical pharmacy skills to aid my
career progression. Nevertheless, I continued to apply
aspects of the knowledge in my job.
In 2005, the DoH published the first consultant
pharmacist guidance - this was my dream role and
fitted in with all I had been working towards since my
move to primary care. Once again it felt out of reach;
although I could visualise a primary care consultant
pharmacist for older people, the guidance was more
aligned to specialist hospital pharmacists with focus
on a clinical or therapeutic area. This time I was more
strategic with building a case and engaging with the
right people. I paired up with a hospital colleague and
got great support from the Lambeth PCT Director and
Head of Medicines Management.
The application for the post in primary care was
rejected a few times by the panel but after several
iterations, I was appointed to the first primary carebased consultant pharmacist post in the UK. It was
unique in that professional leadership was a
significant part of the role, across Lambeth health and
social care and the LSEE region.
It has been a privilege to lead several medicines
optimisation initiatives and contribute to clinical
practice for older people in the NHS and work with
various professional bodies, Royal Colleges, regulators,
clinical leads and networks, including CQC, NICE, HEI,
AHSNs, social care and the 3rd sector.

My inspiration
Although still learning and growing, I am more aware
about who I am as a leader, more confident in my
leadership repertoire and how to navigate systems to
lead myself and others. I am passionate about
developing others and keen to give to others with the
same measure that I was given by many of the leaders
(particularly female) that I met on my journey
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My motivation as a pharmacy leader is purpose which
is for older people to get the best outcomes and least
harm from taking medicines. This is the heartbeat of
my leadership, irrespective of whether I am training,
undergoing research, developing an innovative
service, coaching, developing policy, leading a team,
or developing others to deliver medicines
optimisation within their scope of practice. I am selfmotivated and easily inspired by anything positive
that speaks to this purpose.
I have been inspired by senior pharmacists and other
leaders who modelled good leadership, provided
mentorship, direction and sponsored me particularly
in early and crucial moments in my career. I have had
opportunities from experienced coaches who have
expanded my thinking, challenged me to confront
what I perceive as threats and focus on opportunities
and things that are within my control to change. They
empowered me to dig deep to come up with my own
solutions to navigate barriers to continue to grow and
lead positive change. They motivated me to become
an accredited EMCC coach practitioner and their
legacy lives on
Over the years I have learnt much about the value of
collaboration from working with peers including
pharmacists, GPs, nurses, academics, clinical leads and
managers. My GSTT Integrated care pharmacy team,
#Geri consultant pharmacist colleagues and my family
are my ‘safe space’ and keep me grounded. In my
patients, coachees and mentees I see the reality and
outcomes of my leadership and they make the effort
worthwhile. They are the silver lining behind the clouds!

Who I am becoming as a leader
In my early career my leadership skills developed
intuitively and evolved naturally. In the last decade, I
have been deliberate about using my unique
experience (positive and negative), personality,
emotional intelligence, coaching and mentoring as
tools to develop myself and lead others.
The nature of my role means I often attend meetings
with leaders across disciplines and organisations, not
just within pharmacy. I have to keep reminding myself
that my invitation to the table and presence there, is
evidence that my purpose is necessary (Prof Jackie
Dunkley Bent).
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I believe that it is important to have a diverse team
to bring different perspectives and world views to
resolve wicked problems such as overprescribing,
polypharmacy, transfer of care, medicines safety, patient
centred-care, compliance aids, overuse and inequalities.
Recently at a meeting where COVID vaccine hesitancy
among BAME care home staff was being discussed, I
drew on my experience as a black person and using
patient-centred conversations to manage non-adherence
in frail older people, to make a suggestion which led to
a 100% increase in uptake in one locality.
When leading teams, it doesn’t take much effort for me
as a female to be vulnerable or lead with care,
intuition, warmth and compassion. I come from a
relational family and cultural background and I am
energised by spending time with people, making it
easier for me to develop positive relationships. I have
found these valuable assets for leading with care
during the pandemic
At senior leadership meetings, I have the opportunity
to raise issues of inequality and advocate for females,
black and minority ethnic pharmacists or patients
who are at higher risks of medicines related harm.
Even in a female-dominated profession like pharmacy,
underrepresentation in senior leadership roles is
still a challenge for females/black aspiring leaders.
Feedback from colleagues highlight that this makes it
difficult to visualise what attainment would look like
for them. My visibility as a black female leader is proof
that there is hope for those who identify with people
like me and aspire to become senior leaders.
As leader practitioner my leadership is grounded in
experience of current practice at the coal face, so I am
able to empathise with the people we intend to lead
and bring a reality check at senior leadership meetings
where majority are far removed from practice.

Leading for outcomes
A significant part of my pharmacy leadership role is
influencing for change across teams, organisations
and disciplines to get positive outcomes for older
people taking medicines. This may involve building
staff capabilities, managing difficult conversations
and complex situations, interpreting ambiguous
information as well as developing, implementing
innovative service improvements and policy/best
practice guidance.

Each individual or group come with their own
competing and conflicting values, perspectives and
priorities. So I employ various leadership styles
although I often default to visionary and coaching
leadership styles. Visionary leadership is about setting
direction, creating a clear vision around a shared
purpose that inspires others to action/movement. I
have found that this sense of clarity about what needs
doing and how individual goals fit into the bigger
picture leads to better engagement and commitment.
Coaching leadership is about building capabilities and
developing others (including leaders) for future
sustainability. I have adopted both styles to support
the introduction and implementation of Structured
Medication Reviews (SMRs) in Primary Care Networks
(PCNs) through teaching, motivating and inspiring
pharmacists and leaders as well as developing
resources to bring clarity and simplicity to enable
implementation.
More recently during COVID, I have found my leadership
style to be more affiliative; building relationships,
connecting and motivating people as well as resolving
conflicts within teams to build resilience during this
stressful time. Examples include leading a South East
London STP Pharmacy Taskforce to implement The
Pharmacy call to action to support care homes during
COVID-19 and leading my local team to develop a new
integrated care pharmacy pathway to deliver the
Hospital discharge to access guidance.

Authenticity
I endeavour to present my authentic self by staying
true to my values and purpose as they anchor me
firmly. Though I am flexible to adapt to different
groups and situations to establish common ground,
my core values remain largely unchanged. It takes
effort to remain authentic and preserve one’s identity
while trying to be relevant or fit into organisational
and social cultures. One way I am learning to navigate
this tightrope is through self-reflection, regular peer
discussions and feedback - feedback about the style
and impact of my leadership, particularly as part of
coaching others and being coached myself. At a team
meeting recently, our administrator was recounting
her interview experience getting into her role and
casually mentioned that I was ‘scary’ at the interview.
This came as a surprise, as up until then, I often talk
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about how comfortable I make people feel during
interviews - something else to work on!
I have found that staying true to myself allows for
honesty, consistency and trust, and enables those
being led to know what to expect. For example, if we
were to have a conversation about medicines, it is very
likely that ‘person centred care’ will come up at some
point and I will be wearing a pair of Dr Martens shoes!

Emotional intelligence
Developing my emotional intelligence has had the
biggest impact on me as a leader. ‘E-motions’ have
been described as energy in motion (derived from the
Latin word emotere), that our bodies can use as fuel
for action. Our emotions influence our decisions,
thought processes, behaviours, attitudes and even our
current experiences, therefore they play a crucial role
in the leadership process.
Naturally, I am inclined to freely express my emotions,
probably from the combination of my Nigerian roots
and being female. I have found that in some situations
this can be a disadvantage that reinforces negative
stereotypes and biases. I remember working hard to
suppress my emotions early on in my career to
conform. Increased self-awareness and self-regulation
has significantly improved how I express and manage
my emotions. I am more aware of what emotions are
presenting, what triggers strong emotions, how they
impact on others, my mood, energy and behaviours
and more importantly how to respond positively
instead of reacting.

Coaching and mentoring, continuous
learning and feedback
As a leader I have found coaching others and being
coached to be helpful when stuck in a rut, needing a
different perspective or dealing with strong emotions.
These conversations increase awareness of hidden
challenges that people are facing that I might not be
aware of, and gives insight to their world view, biases
and perspectives. Although I address or present to
large audiences, my sweet spot as a leader is
having one-to-one transformational conversations
with individuals that inspire them to think differently
about their circumstances and motivate them to take
steps to become more and achieve more.
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Irrespective of the leadership activity, it is important
to solicit feedback from those we lead, to ascertain
whether they are getting the outcomes they need from
us, and in the best way possible.

Creating a positive environment
where people flourish and potential
allies explore possibilities
There is evidence that moods or emotions expressed
by a leader can quickly infect and spread in a group.
This is called ‘emotional contagion’ and impacts on
productivity. I’ve seen it play out many times in large
and small group meetings and even more so since
COVID. I find that positivity increases a team’s ability
to think creatively, keeps energy levels and
enthusiasm up, helps to cope with challenges, fosters
hope, and builds emotional resilience. On the other
hand negative emotions are toxic and drain energy
levels, heighten anxiety, stress, hopelessness and
suspicion. A positive and safe environment encourages
people to let their guards down, allowing for honest
and difficult conversations to be had.
During COVID, I have found creative ways to set a
positive tone in virtual spaces, short encounters,
individual or group meetings. This includes expressing
positive emotions, showing appreciation, acts of
kindness, appropriate humour as well as sharing a
clear vision of meaningful individual and collective
goals.

Challenges and overcoming barriers
I don’t recall that I have encountered particular
challenges as a female leader. However, I have had
challenges to do with being an ‘only’ or ‘one of two’
(female, black person, pharmacist) in the room at
senior leadership meetings. This means having to be
bold and courageous to speak up more for my views
or contributions to be heard and valued over the
majority views. This can be frustrating and
discouraging, but I am learning to notice the negative
emotions and identify what ‘trigger buttons’ are being
pushed. Then use my own strategies to manage them
effectively and have the difficult conversation as
necessary with the appropriate person.
Sometimes, childcare and other commitments outside
of work and cultural differences limit participation in
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out of hours informal networks and socialising that are
crucial for career advancement especially for senior
leadership roles. This is amplified for overseas
pharmacists without the back-up of pharmacy alumni
networks.

What is my hope
Although there is a long way to go with equality and
diversity for both female and black leaders in
pharmacy, the conversations have started but need to
move on from awareness to action. This in itself will
need good leadership, sponsorship and allyship from
the entire profession, particularly those in senior
leadership roles. As a profession we must genuinely
see diversity of leaders as a positive thing to be
embraced to leverage our collective and unique
intelligence.
There needs to be recognition that a different
approach is needed for today, and we must not shy
away from having difficult conversations about
inclusion and diversity. The aim of these conversations
should be curiosity, finding common ground and
shared goals to resolve this long-standing problem,
rather than winning or losing.
I cannot emphasise enough the value of coaching and
mentoring. I hope that they become a normal part of
our professional offer and culture for pharmacy
students and pharmacists so we can continue to grow
leaders for now and the future.

Final words
The purpose of leaders is to influence others to move
towards a shared goal and in the process produce
more leaders. About a month ago I arranged a session
with my coach as I was stuck with a leadership
problem I couldn’t resolve. After listening to me
offload, she gently asked if I felt I was expending vital
energy on things I couldn’t change and where I
thought that energy will be most valued? That was all
it took to flip my narrative! So right at the end of
writing this piece I have a few reflective questions for
myself:‘Have I had a level playing field on my leadership
journey?’ Perhaps not 100%.
‘Have I had leaders who invested time and effort to
lead me along the journey?’ 100%
An old Nigerian proverb says ‘It takes a village to raise
a child’ and I can say with certainty that it has taken a
‘metaphoric village’ of great, mainly female leaders to
raise me as a leader and keep me going. I must keep
advocating, with many others, for a level playing field
yet I recognise that it is not 100% within my control.
Here and now, I feel it is 100% within my control to
lead others along on their leadership journey, so this
is where I choose to expend vital energy and where I
feel it will be most valued. After all ‘A candle loses
nothing by lighting another candle’ (James Keller).
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“I’m well aware that I have a responsibility
not only to open the door for other women
and minorities to enable them to fulfil their
potential, but also to keep that door open for
future generations.”
Kim Innes, General Manager of Teva UK & Ireland

Being a senior woman leader in the pharmaceutical
industry can be a lonely existence. The times I’ve been
the only woman in the room where decisions are made
and strategies are set, are too numerous to count. It’s
getting better but the pace of change is regrettably
slow and there’s a lot of work still to be done.
Diversity and inclusion are passions of mine but not
just because I’m a woman myself. As a leader, my own
experiences have shown me that when we actively
include people with different backgrounds, life
experiences and outlooks we enrich our industry and
ultimately can do better by the patients we are here to
support and serve. Not only is it morally the right
thing to do but having diverse voices around the
table allows innovative and creative ideas to grow and
flourish – that’s an environment that all organisations
should be interested in developing.
I’ve had some amazing opportunities throughout my
career at Teva and worked in a wide range of job roles
and on large global projects, which have given me
exposure to senior colleagues from all over the world.
The times I have felt proudest are the moments when
I have been able to make a tangible difference to
people’s lives for the better but I am also proud to be
setting a good example to others who may not fit the
usual ‘CEO’ stereotype. I’m well aware that I have a
responsibility not only to open the door for other
women and minority groups to enable them to fulfil
their potential but also to keep that door open for
future generations.
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I’m a people leader, and nothing satisfies me more
than seeing the individuals that I work with develop
their careers and go on to exciting things. I want to
ensure there are no barriers in place to anyone at Teva
reaching their potential. I want Teva to be viewed by
potential employees as a company that builds people
up and allows them to develop their career regardless
of their background or situation.
For this reason, I’m proud to be leading on equality,
diversity and inclusion at both a local and European
level at Teva to make sure that everyone can make
their unique contribution. We’re looking to embed
inclusion and diversity into the fabric of our business,
and have a group of diversity and inclusion champions
who are constantly looking at what we can do to go
even further to create a more positively inclusive
environment for all our current and future employees.
I would describe us as definitely being on a journey,
with a lot of work still to do, but I can honestly say that
it is a business priority for my leadership team and we
want to be held accountable for delivering real and
measurable progress.
I’m noticing that within the wider pharmaceutical
industry more conversations around diversity and
inclusion have been taking place in recent years. This
is promising and to be welcomed, as our leadership
has historically been rather ‘pale, male and stale’ to
coin a phrase. I’m keen for diversity and inclusion to
reach beyond gender and ethnicity; as an industry,
we’ve still also got a long way to go to make ourselves
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more inclusive for people from different socioeconomic backgrounds, people with disabilities or
people with caring responsibilities, as well as people
from the LGBTQ+ community. We need to be much
better at explaining our purpose and attracting a
diverse and rich pipeline of talent, while ensuring our
workplaces are inclusive, so that everyone is able to
feel that they can bring their true self to work, make a
meaningful contribution and be a real part of what
we do.
I’ve no doubt that the desire and appetite for
change is there, and there are examples of best
practice emerging where companies have gone
beyond simply offering training and are actually
delivering against diversity objectives and changing
organisational culture. However, change like this
does not happen overnight and leaders need to
invest sufficient time and resources to make sure we
get it right. It should never be just a box-ticking
exercise. So, I’m very proud that Teva has really taken

this issue to heart and am excited about the direction
we’re going in. I’m committed to leading by example
but to drive wider change there needs to be a
collective effort. It’s important that all of us think
about we can to do to make our industry a welcoming
place for everyone.
Ultimately, a diverse team makes us better reflect the
patients we serve and the customers we work with
and, therefore, able to better understand their needs.
In addition, it enables us to hire the very best talent
and support our staff to thrive in their roles through
having the confidence to know their voices and ideas
will be listened to. Put simply, diversity is a win/win for
our industry, patients, customers, staff and the next
generation who want to work in our field.
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What is the RPS doing?
Amandeep Doll, Inclusion and Diversity Co-ordinator, Royal Pharmaceutical Society

It’s pretty hard to find women in senior leadership
positions in pharmacy. Making female leadership
mainstream is a must in a profession that is comprised
of 60% women. Who pharmacists are has changed a
lot over the past few decades but who leads pharmacy
has not.
I started noticing the absence of women leaders in my
first national role as a Chief Pharmaceutical Officer’s
(CPhO) Fellow. I was often the only woman and often
the only person of colour around the table. I decided I
wanted to do something about it.
It also made me reflect on my time as a hospital
pharmacist and how I didn’t see the gender inequality
before. This was because everyone around me looked
like me, we were all in junior and middle management
roles but when you start to look beyond that, then
women are harder to find.
This lack of a representation from both a female and
Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic perspective results
in women, and in particular women of colour, feeling
like they don’t belong in the profession and in senior
positions. It makes them feel they won’t be successful
even if they do apply for leadership roles. This runs
alongside the backdrop of cultural expectations and
responsibilities that some of us are also navigating
through.
When I applied for the CPhO fellowship position it
wasn’t a national scheme as it is now. To be truthful, I
don’t think I would have applied if it was. I wouldn’t
have thought I was the right fit but it gave me a new
perspective, and from there I decided to take on
opportunities that will allow me to help patients and
the profession in a way that plays to my strengths and
what I enjoy. I recently got asked at a job interview
‘’Where do I see yourself in 5 years?’’ and my response
will always be, ‘‘I don’t like to plan ahead but I would
like to be doing a job in which I am helping deliver
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patient care and improving the profession to both
deliver better patient care and the experience pharmacy
professionals have working in the profession’’.
Being the Head of Professional Belonging at the RPS
is the role which allows me to do that. We are an
amazingly diverse profession, however, this diversity
is not embraced at senior level. There are many things
we need to do to make our profession much more
inclusive and to create a culture of belonging, so noone is left behind. This will not only allow people to be
their authentic selves but makes them much more
likely to thrive, ensuring there is greater visibility and
diverse representation across the different levels and
sectors of pharmacy. We must ensure the barriers to
progression and development that currently exist are
removed for good and everyone has an equal and fair
access to opportunities in the profession.
At the Royal Pharmaceutical Society (RPS) we take
gender disparity in the profession seriously. We
launched our Inclusion and Diversity Strategy last
summer which outlines three strategic priorities
across all protected characteristics:1. Create a culture of belonging
2. Champion inclusive and authentic leadership
3. Challenge barriers to inclusion and diversity
There are still many challenges to gender equality
and a real lack of intersectionality within it. Reflecting
on my experiences, the challenges are embedded
within the culture and expectations of women in wider
society. Women are still the primary caregivers in the
home and frequently work part-time. This shouldn’t
affect career progression but it often does. The
language used to describe women who are ambitious
and challenging is still far too negative. The gender pay
gap is wider for women of colour compared to their
white female counterparts. We need to challenge the
culture of the role of women and how they are viewed
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when striving for leadership roles. The language used
to describe us is not inclusive or supportive. This in
turn affects our confidence in applying for jobs.
The RPS Inclusion and Diversity Strategy aims to
change this culture. We want to make a difference
now and for future generations.
We will continue to raise awareness of these issues
through our podcasts, blogs and live social media
events. We now have a space to discuss them through
our Action in Belonging, Culture and Diversity Group
our intersectional inclusion and diversity network,
which is open to everyone in the pharmacy team. Our
next meeting on 21 April will focus on gender equality.
We will continue to work with the Pharmaceutical
Journal on their Women to Watch campaign and Mind
the Gap initiatives, raising awareness of disparities
between women and men. We will also continue to run
our annual Women in Leadership event which is
designed to empower women and provide them with
skills they need to progress through the profession.
Raising awareness is important but action is needed
to create change. This ranges from empowering
women to be louder and more confident in the
workplace and apply for those leadership roles, to
changing the restrictive policies and systems in place

that do not favour or support the progression of
women, such as a lack of quality family friendly
policies and job-sharing roles. In early Summer, we
will launch an Inclusive and Wellbeing Workforce
Pledge with the profession, for both individuals and
organisations to sign up to and commit to creating
a culture of belonging and address inequalities
that exist across the profession. Within this, we will
consider fairer hiring polices, family friendly policies
and flexible working polices and how organisations
can use these effectively to ensure women don’t have
to choose between their career and personal
aspirations and will be treated equally.
The RPS will be acting as role models for the
profession and we continue to review our own polices
and culture. One of the steps we have taken is to
publish our gender and ethnicity pay gaps with an
action plan to address these and this year will publish
outcomes on pay for people with disabilities at the
organisation. We are trying hard to ‘walk the talk’ and
hope that you’ll join us on the way.
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LEADERSHIP

Managing Self Talk
Dave Cosgrove has spent the bulk of his career in business management in the
pharmaceutical industry, with over 20 year in leadership positions.
Working as an independent coach and trainer, he has developed and run workshops on
various aspects of business management and leadership, from coaching skills to change
management and team development.

“I can’t do anything right.”
We are faced with millions of pieces of information
flooding into our brains at any one time, an assault of
sights and sounds, the impulses of millions of nerves,
a constant and overwhelming torrent of data - when
current estimates suggest we can handle 4-6 thoughts
at any one time. Our subconscious brain makes
choices, it distorts, deletes and generalises so our
conscious brains have space to focus on what is a
priority. Most of us aren’t thinking about the sensation
of our left foot currently, but just mentioning it you will
now be considering if it is comfortable, warm and even
where it is.
At a higher level, we distort, delete and generalise our
experiences. As Derren Brown says in his TedX talk, “we
make up a story to make sense of what is going on and
we all get it wrong”. The challenge comes that these
stories are so vivid, so compelling, they can seem real;
when actually we are viewing them through a prism
of our own backstory and the filters of years of
experiences. He goes on to describe how “we edit reality
to form a story then mistake that story for the truth.”
Some of those stories are harmless and probably
make us happy. You may believe that after a couple of
glasses of Prosecco you are moving like Beyonce on
the dancefloor at that wedding disco, though your
teenage children looking on are having a different
version of that reality. I sing like a Geordie version of
Tom Jones when I get on the Karaoke. Really.
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And then there are those days all too common at the
moment, with the relentless, never ending, often
overwhelming workload. Broken sleep, an argument
meaning you only eat half of your breakfast, guilt at

not being able to be there for your children and no way
to even get five minutes for a cup of tea. Then you
make a small mistake, do something or say something
wrong, and you tell yourself a story - “I can’t do
anything right.”
The number one job of the autonomic nervous
system is to keep us alive. It evolved to keep us
safe when there were real threats to our lives,
when we didn’t have time to decide consciously if
a situation was safe or not. The sense of being able
to scan the environment and decern risks has
literally kept us and our ancestors alive and safe,
and our response to stressful situations is built on
this basis. We are probably all aware of the risks
to our health from chronic stress, but emerging
science of Polyvagal Nerve Theory suggests that
stress has more immediate costs. When we are
feeling stressed, we become more aware of danger.
Research is showing that under pressure we
become much better at identifying threatening
facial expressions and that we are better at
noticing high and low frequency noises associated
with danger. Both of these come at the cost of
missing friendly and supportive noises and
sounds. The worse we feel, the more likely we are
to notice things that make us feel even worse.
There are various models of brain organisation that
have been developed to explain where our behaviour
comes from in stressful situations. In addition to
Polyvagal Nerve Theory, the Triune Brain model and
the Chimp Paradox recognise that our self-talk and
behaviour under pressure is likely to be driven by more
ancient areas of our brains, and our reactions are
accordingly less sophisticated. The first stage to
managing your negative self-talk is to recognise it.
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Your negative talk will tend to come in short sentences,
will be personal, pervasive and permanent.
“they will think I’m stupid”,
“I can’t do anything right”,
“It will never get better”.
If you cannot recognise yourself
saying things like this, I am sure
you will have heard a colleague
curse themselves under their
breath, soap operas are full of
this language! Teenage children
can be a great source- but once
you recognise it, the next stage is
to do something with it.
Step 1, Is it true? Write down the
statement exactly the way you said it,
and ask yourself, is it true? What
evidence do you have for it being true,
according to whom, can you know that for
certain, can you see into the future and be certain
that you know exactly how it will turn out? You will find
out, it isn’t.

Step 3, Why do you tell yourself a lie that makes you
feel worse?

the short lie, what is the long true story? “I can’t do
anything right” might be a small list of things that
haven’t gone well that morning, and a realisation that
together with the breakfast fight with your kids that
morning, left you feeling like they are all connected.
When you think about the true story, there won’t be
the emotion attached and you will be able to see what
you can do about it. It should be obvious what parts
of the story are within your control and that you can
act on them.

Much as it may not feel like it, the purpose of that
process is not to make you feel even worse. Instead,
by examining your thought, looking for evidence and
being rational about the impact, you are switching on
your ‘human’ brain and higher functions. With that,
you will notice it is easier to make sense of your
thoughts and leaves you open for the final stage:

As a final thought, your ability to be rational and
balanced, to react with the most sophisticated parts
of your brain, depends on you protecting yourself
from harm. In this case, it might mean prioritising
meals and breaks, doing everything you can to get a
good sleep and asking for help when you need it. Be
kind to yourself.

Step 2, When you tell yourself that lie, does it make
you feel better or worse? Considering exactly the way
you said it, does the statement make you feel better
or worse? These statements are almost always a form
of self-abuse, phrased in a way that is so hurtful you
would never speak to somebody else in that way.

What is the big true story behind
the lie?

Dave Cosgrove BSc Hons
3bridgescoaching@gmail.com

Take your original statement and rather than consider
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EDITOR’S
AFTERWORD

So what now?
I hope you have enjoyed and learned from all of the incredible and
talented women who have shared their stories so wonderfully.
I am very grateful for their willingness to share.
So what now? Awareness is always the start to any change. I hope that here we
have added in a small way to the awareness that is growing that women
do face greater challenges in the work place.
For many years, until very recently really, women’s stories
and experiences were dismissed.
I feel that is changing now.
So now is the time to support our female pharmacists to ensure that talent
is truly nurtured and that female leadership is embraced.
There will need to be a sea change in the way women are supported in
the work place. The gender pay gap will need to be tackled head on.
Support for returning mothers also needs reviewing. And finally mentoring
and 1:1 support to ensure female talent is able to shine and women
helped to reach their full potential in whatever way they wish to.
This is not just a women’s issue. It is in everyone’s interest to ensure
that all our colleagues can become the best that they can be,
and we welcome male allies who advocate for women
and are alert to disadvantages placed in front of others.
The issue is now on the table. Let’s ensure pharmacy is at the
forefront of smashing the taboos and resolving the problems
for the good of our profession and the benefit of the patients we serve.
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